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MSU studies health insurance cutbacks
-

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Seeking to contain Murray
State's ballooning health insurance costs, the Board of
Regents Saturday " authorized•
administrators to continue
developing an employee benefits
cutback plan.
The plan, which is a
preliminary recommendation
subject to change, would have to
be approved by the regents at a
later date. As now proposed, it
calls for increasing certain
deductibles, eliminating the
prescription drug card plan, and
requiring contributions by
employees for coverage of
dependents. It would continue to
provide benefits to employees at
no cost to the employees.
If approved, the plan would
take effect Jan. 1, 1985. As proposed at this point, it would save
the university $366,738. About
$250,000 of those savings would
come from requiting a flat-rate
contribution of $25 per month for
coverage of dependents
(regardless of the number of
dependents). The flat rate plan
is one of two proposed for
dependents coverage; the other
would be a graduated charge
based on the employee's

earnings.
Developed by administrators
with input from Me university's
insurance and benefits committee, which includes faculty and
staff, the working proposal is an
attempt to curb what regents
have for some time seen as a
university benefits package that
has gotten out of hand. As
Finance Committee Chairman
Robert Lawton put it, "In view
of the figures involved, we have
to take some corrective steps.
We want to do it as painlessly as
possible.
"It's not a question of desire,"
Lawton added. "It's something
we have to do."
MSU itself funds its
employees' insurance claims,
and has budgeted $1.6 million in
insurance costs for 1984-85. The
budgeted increase in insurance
is $367,000, while the budgeted
increase for employees' salaries
is $361,000, according to Budget
Director Don Chamberlain.
MSU pays the Travelers Insurance Company a percentage
of the claims to administer the
program. 4.
"
Under the plan being
developed, the out-patient
deductible would increase from
$50 to $100. and the in-hospital

deductible would change from
$100 to the first day's room and
board. Prescription drug cards,
which pay all but $2 for prescriptions, would be dropped and
PreScription claims would be
counted among out-patient
medical expenses. That would
save 35 percent of claims or
about $90,000, according to the
proposal.
Employee contributions for
dependents - coverage should be
based on a minimum of 50 percent of MSU's claims costs (in
the prior year) attributable to
dependents, the proposal states.
The changes would take-effect
Jan. 1, with any changes in the
employee contributions made as
of each succeeding university
fiscal year, which begins July 1.
MSU adopted full coverage for
employees and their families in
1969, said Thomas Hogancamp,
vice president for ad:
ministrative services. Costs for
dependents coverage are now
about $400,000 a year, he said.
There are dependentabf MSU
employees who have dropped
their coverage from other
employers to derive the benefits
of the university plan, officials
say. They are concerned that the
university has:in -effect, gone in--

•

Soviets deploy more nuclear subs
to counter NATO missile buildup
MOSCOW (AP; — The Soviet
Union has increased the number
of nuclear-armed submarines
off U.S. shores, and the missiles
aboard them could reach their
targets within 10 minutes of
launching, Soviet Defense
Minister Drnitri F. Ustinov says.
The official Soviet news agency Tass quoted Ustinov on Sunday as saying the increase was a
response to NATO's deployment
of new missiles in Europe.
The defense minister accused
President Reagan of "drawing
the world into another nuclear
arms race," and said Reagan's
hard-line policies had made
arms control talks impossible.
For the first time in public,
Ustinov said Moscow had carried out the vow It made raAt
November to respond to NATrYs
deployment of 572 new nucleartipped Pershing 2 and cruise
missiles in western Europc by
increasing the nuclear thrt•at to
the United States.
The NATO deployment began
last year, with missiles scheduled to be installed in Britain,
West Germany, Italy, Belgium
and the Netherlands to counter
Soviet SS-20 missiles aimed at
Western Europe.
Any nuclear attack on the
Soviet bloc' would bring "im-

mediate and inevitable" retaliation against the United States
and Western Europe, Ustinov
said.
"We have increased the
number of our submarines with
nuclear missiles aboard off the
coasts of the U.S.A.," he said.
The Reagan administration
counts on the possibility of
reaching targets "in the Warsaw treaty countries in 8-10
minutes after launching of the
missiles," he said. "But this is
an illusory advantage.
"In terms of their
characteristics — yield, accuracy, the ability to reach
targets on the territory of the
United States and the flight time
to target .— Soviet sea-based
missiles create a counterbalance to the threat equal to
that which is posed to us and our
allies by the American missiles
in Europe," he said.
Ustinov reiterated Soviet
threats that "in case of further
growth of the American nuclear
missile potential in Europe, we
will accordingly increase the
number of SS-20 missiles in the
European part of-the USSR."
The Soviet Union announced
earlier it was installing new
missiles in East Germany and
Czechoslovakia.

Ustinov said U.S. offers to
resume arms reduction talks,
which the Soviets broke off after
the NATO deployment began,
are "mere words."
State Department spokesman
Joe Reap said the department
had no new comment on
Ustinov's speech.
Navy Secretary John F.
Lehman Jr., told reporters in
February that there had been a
"substantial surge in Soviet
missile sabmarines in the Atlantis." No similar activity had
been detected in the Pacific, he
said.
But Lehman and the chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Army
Gen. John Vessey Jr., said they
saw no cause for alarm. "The
primary purpose of these
redeployments is political,"
Vessey said in a letter to Rep.
Charles Bennett, D-Fla., chairman of the House Armed Services seapower subcommittee.
The Pentagon officials identified the subs as Delta-class
boats. Lehman said the United
States would invite the Soviet
Union "to deploy all their
Deltas" in the western Atlantic
b ause their missiles are less
a urate from close in than at
their maximum range.

to the insurance business, and
say the university can no longer
afford to provide that extent of
coverage.
Hogancamp said he was chairman of the insurance committee
when the full coverage plan was
begun, and that it was a
"delightful fringe benefit. But
it's become so expensive
because of escalating health
care costs that we feel we have
to make a change."
Hogancamp told regents that
MSU's insurance plan has been
a major factor in attracting
good personnel: "This has
enabled us to keep some very
fine employees at this university

that we could not have without
this."
Regent Billy Morgan said the
insurance costs, problem has
been "escalating Since I've been
on the board." He said MSU has
"the Cadillac program in
Kentucky."
"We've used this as somewhat
of a lever to tell our people that,
Our salary schedule may be a little lower than our benchmark institutions, but we provide you
more fringe benefits," Morgan
said. "It's awfully difficult to
take a benefit away once you've
provided if."
MSU faculty, who received 2
percent raises for 1984-85, have

TULSA, Okla. —
Murray tennis pro Mel
Purcell earned a sweet
$53,000 paycheck over
the weekend as he won
both the singles and
doubles championships
o f the Bank of
Oklahoma'. Tennis
Classic at, Shadow
Mountain Racquet
Club.
It was the biggest
single paycheck of his
career.
Purcell Won 430,000
for his victory over Bill
Scanlon, 6-3, 7-5, in the
singles finals of the
✓ ound-robin
competition.
Then he teamed with
Dick Stockton to defeat
Steve Denton and Tim
Mayotte, 7-6, 7-6, for
another $3,000 — the
prize money for the
doubles championship.
In the singles championship match Purcell
broke a 3-3 tie in the
first set With a service
ace over Scanlon and
then broke Scanlon's
serve and used another
service ace to win the
next two games.
In the second set,
both men traded service breaks to make it
5-5, but Purcell went up
6-5 with another service
break. The winner
came when Scanlon let
a lob drop in that hethought was going out
and was unable to
recover.
that Scanlon returned
In the 12th game, out of bounds.
Scanlon went up 40-30
"The first set, he
after a double-fault by played badly," Purcell
Purcell and a brilliant said. "There
were a lot
backhand crosscourt of unforced
errors. In
volley. But Purcell the second
set, when I
gained the advantage came back
and broke
on two unforced him at 5-all,
I was proScanlon errors.
ud of that, mentally."
On match paint,
Earlier in the tournaPurcell hit a deep serve ment. Purcell had lost

contended through the Faculty
Senate that their salary levels
have lagged behind those of
other Kentucky and regional
universities.
Morgan said the proposal
needs "fine tuning" but that he
basically supports the approach,
and moved that administrators
come back to the board with
more information at - the next
meeting. Officials hope to Ifaile a
proposal approved by the fall.
Faculty Regent Melvin
Henley requested that faculty
members be polled before a proposal is adopted, and President
Kala Stroup said that would be
accomplished.

Murray's Mel Purcell
earns biggest paycheck

'

Murray tennis pro

Purcell

to Eric Korita in
straight sets,. 6-4, 6-4,
but then he was all
business as he knocked
off Vince VanPatten,
6-3, 7-6, and Scott
Davis, 7-6, 6-2, to'reach
the finals.

withdrew because of ii Iness prior to the
tournament,
Purcell, the son of
Murray State tennis
coach Bennie Purcell.
is expected to arrive in
Murray today, but will

Davis was th'e be leaving TueSclay for
replacement for Jim- his next engagement.
my CO'nnors who the French Open
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New VP enthused about coming to MSU post
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Murray State's new vice president foruniversity relations and
development says he is excited
by the prospect of coming to
MSU.
Dr. David W. Perrin, currently an administrative assistant at
Oklahoma State University, was
hired by the Board of Regents
Saturday to fill the post formerly held by Dr. Marshall Gordon.
He will take office July 1 at a
s ary o $49.750.
err 's vice presidential
re
sibilities will encompass
al mni affairs, athletics, conferences and continuing education, development, regional services, museums, publications,
public information and the
veterinary diagnostic
laboratory. He will be one of
four MSU vice presidents.
The post has been filled on an
interim basis by Don Kelly,
since Gordon left last spring to
become president of Southwest
Missouri State Unlversity.
Both Perrin and MSU President Kala Siroup noted that Pertin's job functions here Will be
similar to those of his 'job as
OSU's assistant to the vice president and projects director for
university relations, development and extension.

Perrin said of his new position
OSU, said he can work well with
were $170,000 for computer
Jim Cooke. Wendell Lynch:.
Monday morning, "many of the
people and is ac:tive in communiupgrading and $164,000 for
B.M. Westberry and student
same units report to the vice
ty affairs, she said.
renovation of the Lowry annex.
rlegent Don Thomas voting no
president that report to the vice
Perrin, 38, has degrees from
The board -also amended its
(Regent Jere McCuiston was
president here that I work for.
Davidson College and Fort Hays
bylaws to provide for one annual
absent.
Organizationally it's Very much (Kan.) State University, and his
election of board officers. It took
A motion by Howerton for the
the same. I was looking fol the
doctorate from the University ot
three votes to approve an elecsame arrangement except with
challenge of a vice presidency." Iowa. Though he grew up and attion process, as two board
the election in the July 1-Sept-34
OSU has 22,000 to 23,000 tended school in Kansas, he did
members contended the plan as
quarter also failed 5-4. with
students, and Perrin said he
not know Stroup prior to being
adopted violates state law.
Frymire:"Westberry, Lynch,
feels MSU will be a "nice size
interviewed, he said. He is marThe board has been electing
Cooke and Robert Lawton voting
school" to work for. He also has
ried and has three children.
new officers every time new
no.
gotten good feelings about MurIn other action, MSU regents
regents are added to the board.
-The final vote, for Frymire's'
ray, which he visited March 29 authorized the financing of $2.6
Chairman Richard Frymire prooriginal proposal, passed 6-2,
and 30 as one of the persons inmillion worth of construction
posed a bylaws amendment
with Henley and Howerton
terviewed by MSU's search
projects, most of which had been
whereby one election will be
•
(Cont'd on page 21
committee.
previously authorized. Funding
held in the board's spring
"As I asked people about it
will come from university funds,
quarter, with the elected chairhere that knew of Murray and
and before initiating any of the
man, vice chairman, secretary
Murray State, I heard nothing
projects the administration will
and treasurer serving a year.
but positive things." yerrin "reassess the university's finanFaculty Regent Melvin
said. One of the persons he ask- cial position and the economic
Henley and Regent William
ed was Jim Jordan. formerly of environment prevailing at that
Howerton of Paducah, a state
Due to incorrect information .
Brown's Grove and now an time," according to the recomappeals court judge, said Kenreceived from the Calloway
Oklahoma resident.
mendation made to the board.
tucky law requires the vice
County Sheriff's office, the
Stroup said of Perrin that hiss Of the projects authorized for
chairman and secretary to be' Ledger and Times reported Fricredentials include experience 1984-85, the board had previouselected with -every addition of
day that 'Andy I. Newsom and
in developing OSU's long-range ly approved RIP million for the
new regents. Two new regents
Barry Mason of.MayfieId were plan, fund-raising and athletic renovation of Wilson Hall.
are due .to' lie appointed to the
passengers in a car with Mary
promotion, work with state $87,000 for work on Carman
MSU board any deg: and two . Susan McCuiston and Teresa L.
tegislators, teactiNits a college Pavilir (with $387,750 in state ,E1Ore appointrnents
Storey of Murray.`Sheriff
-faculty member. and 'high
nding7.- 121V4
secorier-Thade
1411Teliffne-:.affe-r-beini requested
school coaching.
phase of the pedestrian mall betHenley offered an amendment
to review a deputy's report of
"His experience in working- ween Olive Steeet and the
that the chair be elected in the
the accident which' occurred
with the external constituencies Chestnut overpass, and $300,000
fall quarter, and the vice chair
May 16, said Newsom and
of the university is quite exten- for renovation óf the Boy Scout
and secretary any time new
Mason were witnesses in
sive," Stroup said. Persona in- museum building.
members are elected. That failanother vehicle and not
terviewed in Stillwater,- site of
Also authorized Saturday
ed 5-4, with Frymire and regents
passengers as originally stated.

Sheriff corrects
-accident report
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Most mail saved at New Concord office
Since the New Concord Post
Office burned down last Thursday morning, along with a
grocery store, Postmaster
Timothy Graves has received
several inquiries about the state
of the mail. He assures the
public that only about half a
dozen pieces of mail were
destroyed.
All mail that was deposited or
put in boxes prior to 2:15 p.m. on
Wednesday, May 16 was sent out
from the post office at approximately 2:30 p.m. that day,
Graves said.

and cash, was in the safe when
the office burned, according to
Graves. The office went back In▪ to operation about 2 p.m. ThursHowever, all post office
day in the former Spiceland
records were burned. Persons
store across from the old office,
having mail forwarded from
and Thursday's mail was only
New Concord should re-submit
about an hour late. Graves said.
their change of address orders,
The new location will be the ofGraves said. Also, holders of
fice's permanent home, and
post office boxes should bring
preliminary remodeling plans
their receipts or report to the ofhave been made with new owner
Gene Lovins, Graves added.
fice to re-register their boxes, he
Normal office hours ,will
said.
All accountable material, resume: 8 a.m.-4 p.m.'Monday
through Friday, 8:30-11:30 a.m.
such as certified mail, stamps

"Only a few pieces of mail and
no parcels were in the post office
when it burned," Graves said.

Summer courses offered
by Calloway school board
The Calloway County Board of
Education is again offering summer school opportunities for
area high school students.
Courses available this year are:
English I, English II, English
III, English IV, Civics, U.S.
History and Introduction to
Computers. One full credit is the
maximum which may be earned
in. one summer. Students
needing one credit will remain
in class four hours each day.
Students needing one-half credit
will attend two hours each day.
The dates of operation will be
June 11 - July 30 with classes
beginning at 8 a.m. and continuing until noon each day. A variety of teaching methods will be
utilized including small group

discussion and indivdualized instruction. The cost per half
credit for Calloway students is
$25 while the cost for out-ofdistrict students is $50.
Enrollment fos,,ffis are
available in the guidance office
at Calloway County High School
These forms should be returned
with tuition no later than June 6.
Checks should be made payable
to the Calloway County Board of
Education. Enrolled students
should report to the gymnasium
at Calloway High on June 11 at 8
a.m. to begin classes.
Interested persons needing
further information should call
the guidance office at Calloway
County High School at 753-5470
or 753-8141.

Saturday.
Graves thanked the Murray
Post Office for its assistance
after the fire. Equipment and
supplies lost in the fire were obtained from the Murray office
and some from the Evansville
office, he said.
Anyone with questions about
the mail should call the new office at its old number, 436-5878.
. A state police investigation into the fire's cause continues, but
no determination has yet been
made.

Community volunteers to meet
The Community Improvement
Volunteers will meet Wednesday May 30, at 7 p.m. in the
Calloway County Public Library
Annex to discuss the
possibilities of including local
homes or structures as historic
sites.

Regents...
(Cont'd from page 1)
voting no, and Regent Billy
Morgan passing.
Westberry, who along with
Frymire'is an attorney, said he
supported the change because
the -board has had to hold too
many elections under the current set-up. Asked about the apparent conflict with Kentucky

Special speaker for the
meeting will be Dick Holland,
president of the Historic Preservation Society of PaducahMcCracken County.
Anyone desiring additional information should contact Jan
Seargent at 753-7307 or Kelly
Doran at 753-5415.
law, Westberry said he believes
the new arrangement would be
upheld if "put to the test" in
court. The law on the books is an
outdated vestige of the days
when the Superintendent of
Public Instruction was chair of
all university boards, he said.
Following the bylaws revision,
the board.re-elected its current
officers for a year, effective July 1: Frymire, chairman;
Morgan, vice chair; Patsy Dyer,
Secretary; and Thomas Hogancamp, treasurer.

Dr. Turnbow selected
for Harvard program
Dr. Sandra Turnbow, Route 5,
director of the Caldwell Area
Vocational Center, has been
selected as one of 90 professionals to attend the Management of Lifelong Education program at Harvard University
next month.
MLE, sponsored by the Harvard school of education, is
described as a program for administrators, planners and
faculty concerned with the
design and implementation of
lifelong education programs.
isurnbow explains the program, which runs June 11-22,
will be an intense session focused on -such topics as planning
and marketing higher education
for adults, management and
financing, and counseling adults
in transition.
Turnbow is the daughter of
-Purdom and Edna Parks, 1011
West ' Gate. She holds an
undergraduate degree in home
economics, masters degree in
secondary education and Rank 1
in guidance and counseling from
Murray State University, where
she is also an adjunct faculty
member.
She earned her doctorate in
adult and vocational technical
education at Oregon State
University.
Turnbow begin her career as
a science teacher for seventh
and eighth graders in the Murray City Schools in 1971. She has

served the Kentucky Department of Education in Health Occupations at Madisonville and as
director of the Caldwell center
for three years.
She says the high illiteracy
rate and the high dropout rate in
Kentucky are contributing factors to her interest in vocational
education.
Turnbow and her son Ben, who
is employed at the Hoover plant
in Cadiz, are residents of
Panorama Shores.

a
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Dr. Sandra Turnbow

Firefighters take course

4

FOur members of the Murray Fire Department have completed a 24-hour training program in advanced vehicle rescue in Rithmond.
Fire Chief James Hornbuckle reports he and
Capt./Training Officer Johnny Lane, Lt. Dwight
Rutledge and firefighter Mike Farley completed
the training Friday, Saturday and Sunday on the
campus of Eastern Kentucky University.
Participants were trained in the use of modern
rescue methods and proper use of rescue tools in
the areas of vehicle extraction and form rescue.

MSU gets services grant

Looked in your wallet lately? If you aren't carrying
this card, you should be. Without it, your health
care coverage may not measure up.
Since 1938, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Kentucky has provided the best in health care
protection. For example, over 95 cents of every
dollar we receive is returned in health care
benefits. That compares to an industry average
of only 80 cents on the dollar.* How does that
compare with your current health care coverage?

We do more.
We go beyond our competition in other ways.
Check these important features:
• We negotiate directly with Kentucky's doctors
and hospitals on behalf of our members to hold
down health care costs.

• Our members are free to choose their own

doctor and hospital.
• If you should need to go from a group program
to individual coverage, your benefits can be
continued ... including catastrophic Major
Medical coverage(often quite limited, sometimes
unavailable from commercial insurers).
• If your membership status changes through
marriage, divorce or death of a spouse, you can
maintain Blue Cross and Blue Shield benefits.
• Your dependent children can convert to their
own plan when they come of age, or if they marry.
• Children, who are totally and permanently
disabled, can continue to be covered after age 19.

Talk to the leader.
With today's high cost of health care, you should
be assured that your protection measures up.
Anything less could cost you more.

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Delta Dental
01 Kai*ay

The best...yesterday,
today, tomorrow.

Congressman Carroll Hubbard has been informed today that Murray State University will
receive a continuation grant from the United
States Department of Education for its special
services for the disadvantaged.
The grant will assik MSU in providing
tutorial, remedial and counseling service§ for
disadvantaged students.
The grant will be approximately $60,000 an
aide to Congressman Hubbard said.

MFD douses two car fires
The Murray Fire Department was called to extinguish two automobile fires this weekend, according to reports filed by the department.
An automobile driven by Teresa Lawrence
reportedly caught fire Saturday across the street
from the Boston Tea Party restaurant on U.S. 641
North.
A car belonging to William Baker, Huntington,
Tenn., caught fire at 3:06 p.m. Sunday at the intersection of U.S. 641 and Kentucky 121 By-pass.

Woman arrested
A Paducah woman was arrested Friday by the
Murray Police Department on a charge of theft
by unlawful taking under $100 in connection with
a February incident. Tammy Jones, 20, 1204 Hill St., Paducah, was
arrested on the charge stemming from her
allegedly taking jewelry from the home of
William Hart, 1320 Main St., while she was
employed as a housekeeper', the spokesman said.
Jones was lodged in Calloway County Jail.

IC

Man hospitalized
A Rt. 1, Hardin man is hospitalized in Paducah
today following a shooting incident near Dexter
Friday night.
Thomas Keith Mitchell, 29, was shot in the left
hand and thigh at a residence two and one-half '
miles west of Dexter, according to a spokesman
for the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
Is listed in satisfactory condition at
Lourdes Hospital.
The spokesman would release no details surrounding the shooting incident at this time but
said the investigation is continuing.

AK-

Search team finds men
Two men who were subjects of an all night
search along the Blood and Tennessee rivers
Sunday night were found safe early today by of,
ficers of the Tennessee River Coast Guard.
According to Charles Green of the Tenriessee
River Coast Guard, Edward Hamm and Ross
Moore, addresses unavailable, were found at
7:59 a.m. today about three miles from the
Highway 79 bridge over the Tennessee River.
The men said they had run out of gas on their
pontoon boat and decided to spend the night on
the boat and find a place to refuel Monday
morning.
The wife of one of the men reportedly called
.the Coast Guard at 11 p-.m.'Sunday.after the men
did not re,turn when expected from the boat
outing.
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
issieted

Clarification
• Reg Marks Blue Crows and Blue Slmeld Assn
• Rog. Made Dana Denial Mins Assn
-

The Brenda Turner listed in Friday's District
Court Summary is not the Brenda Turner of N.
20th St., Mdrray.
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PERSPECTIVE
Despite flooding,
Salt Lake City OK

.11

Wirray Ledger & Times

mike royko says

letters to the editor

by mike royko

Gun owner of "83
has ringing in ear

To The Editor:
As Mayor of Salt Lake City, I want to inform
you that we are anticipating flooding this summer due to rapid runoff of the heavy snowpack in
nearby mountains. I Would also like to express a
concern that I have in this regard. Media
coverage of the flooding that occured in Salt
Lake City last year was accurate and fair, but it
caused us to lose a substantial number of visitors
who pictured the situation as much worse than it
actually was.
.
News reports highlighted the willingness of our
residents to roll up their sleeves and work
together in a crisis, but they also prompted many
people across the country to think that the impact of the flooding was widespread and disruptive. Many potential visitors decided not to come
to Salt Lake City because they believed that the
flooding critically affected the availability of our
services and facilities. In fact, however, the
flooding was confined to several major streets,
and the primary inconvenience that visitors encountered was traffic congestion.
Although we expect flooding in Salt Lake City
again this year, we have significantly improved
our storm drainage system, and our city
employees and resident are prepared to deal immediately with any situation that may arise. In
short, Salt Lake City will continue to function as
usual this summer, and all of our services:
facilities, and attractions will remain open and
avialable.
Thanks for your consideration.
Sincerely
Ted L. Wilson
Office of the Mayor
300 City & County Building
Salt lake City, Utah 84111

Keep up good work
To The Editor:
This past week has been National Nursing
Home Week. I feel very fortunate to have three
fine nursing facilities in Calloway County: Fern
Terrace Lodge, Westview Nursing Home, and •
the Long Term Care Unit of MCCH. Until recently I had only been indirectly aware of the services offered by these facilities. However, after a
recent hospital stay, my mother was unable to
return home. So_ she moved to the Long Term
Care Unit at the hospital; then was recently
transferred to Westview.
Anyone that has experienced this situation will
tell you it is very emotional and traumatic one
for all concerned — patient and family.
However, the genuine concern and understanding shown to my mother and my family by the
nurses and administrators at Long Term Care
and Westview made a difficult situation into a
pleasant one.
Therefore, I would like to take this opportunity
to express my appreciation to all three nursing
facilities for administering a great service to this
community. I would also like to add a few personal thoughts. To the family and friends of nursing home patients: please visit your loved ones,
they need you now more than ever. To the doctors of these patients: please don't forget them.
Don't write them off. I've seen many bright,
hopeful eyes on my recent visits. To the nurses
and administrators: please remember that little
things go a long way. A kind word and a bright
smile can cure many a heartache and ease many
a pain.
Again, let me say thanks for a job well done.
You all perform many unpleasant and often
thankless duties, but you are appreciated. Keep
up the good work.
Sincerely,
Lanette Hunt
1508 Hermitage Place
Murray, Ky.

•

Because .1 was preoccupied with
other matters. I let the end of '83 slip
by without naming the winner of this
column's coveted Gun Owner of the
Year Award.. ..
I'm sure this was good news to all
my friends at the National Rifle
Association, which has never been
enthusiastic about this honor.
That's because they believe that
the majority of-gun owners are de=
cent, law-abiding citizens who never
hurt anyone with their weapons.
And I agree. What concerns me
are the millions of trigger-happy
free spirits who regularly shoot up
the American landscape. It's from
this sizable minority that the contestants for this award are drawn.
So, a few months late, here are the
outstanding contenders from last
year's barrage of bullets. And the
grand champion.
As usual 'we have numerous contestants from the Man or Beast
category.
Among them was Jim Dodson, an
Oregon hunter who went out to bag
an elk one fine day.
He spotted his quarry 60 yards
away and fired. Unfortunately, the
elk turned out to be Donald Fisher,
who was hit in the belly button and
went to the undertaker instead of the
taxidermist. Friends agreed that
Fisher, whadid not have antlers and
walked on two legs, was not known
to resemble an elk.
Then there was William Self, who
fired a shot up into a tree. Later he
swore that he heard something say
"gobble, gtibble," or whatever it is
that wild turkeys say. in North.
Carolina.
•
'‘''^qt came plopping down was

the late M.G. Pace, who had been
sitting on the limb waiting for
something to come by that he could
shoot. Those woods do get crowded.
And there Were some outstanding
entries in the Aitt'l Love Grand
category.
Among my favorites was Daniel
Francisco Lopez, of Carlsbad, N.M.,
who didn't like the chnner his
girlfriend served him, so he wounded her in the rear end.
When the cops asked him why.he
shot her, he said: "Wouldn't you be
upset if you had to eat green beans
all the time?"
And Jean Rexroat, a Nebraska
lady, -found it irksome that she
couldn't squeeze a carton of milk into the fridge because her boyfriend
had stuffed it with beer. She put
down the milk, picked up a gun and
shot him in the shoulder. I hate to
think what she might have done if be
had left tile cap off the toothpaste.
But the most ususual lover's quarrel involved Quillie Ferguson, 82,
and Effie Mae Scott, who would not
reveal her age, but is no kid.
Old Effie said something that
bugged old Quillie, so he whipped
out his old .22; stuck it in Effie's
mouth and fired.
Effie didn't even fall down. Instead. she spit out three teeth. Then
she spit the bullet into the amazed
Quillie's face..
A cop said: "I guess that lady
must have flossed her teeth
regular."
The outstanding contestant in the
Guns are Fun category was a guy
named. Harry, who went hunting
with some pals in Michigan.

While they were in camp, one of
Harry's pals went into their portable
outhouse and -pulled the curtains.
"Let's scare 'im," Harry said,
drawing his -.44 Magnum revolver
and creeping up behind the
outhouse. He aimed the gun at the
ground and fired.
It got the expected reaction. The
man in the outhouse .came rushing .
out with his pants down around his
ankles.
Harry almost collapsed from
laughing.
But them his friend collapsed, too.
The bullet had hit a rock, bounced
upward and struck the man in his
left buttock.
"Be careful you patch up the right
one," the poor fellow said to the doctor who made the repairs.
And we had a couple of excellent
entries in the Sometimes There Is
Justice category.
One was a Wisconsin man who
had a dog that he thought barked too
much.
Now, most people who have dogs
that bark too much either give the
dogs away or take them to some distant spot and kick, them out of the
car.
But this man decided to,take a
more direct and final approach.
"I'm gonna kill that dog," he said,
leaping from his bed and rushing
outside with his rifle.
In a few seconds, his family heard
a shot an assumed it was the end
of old spot.
They waited for the head of the
house to return.
Instead, they heard old Spot give
out a few more barks. When they
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Ten years ago
Patsy Dyer of Murray Chapter
was elected as treasurer of Kentucky Division of National
Secretaries Association, (International), at a state meeting that has
just closed at Murray State
University.
In its first six weeks of the operation of the social service organization. Need Line, with Mrs. Joe Pat
Ward as director, it has handled 24
The Murray-Calloway County
Board of Realtors said Murray
State University has been awarded
a grant of $1,500 by the local Board
of-Realtors-tn cooperation with the
Kentucky Association of Realtors
and Kentucky Real Estate
Commission.
, Suzette Hughes, Anita Chaney,
Patsy Burkeen and Norita Cassity
of Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America will
receive State Homemaker degrees
at the state meeting tn June at
Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green.
J.H. Shackelford was presented
a plaque of appreciation for more
than 20 years of service to MurrayCalloway Country Club.

YEAH,„MILLIONAIRE

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartline, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio am.
You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a selfaddressed; stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed
in this column.
HEARTLINE: --0-Ur granddaughter is renting an apartment
in a building which is going condominium. She is living in a state in
which my husband and I have been
considering retiring in a few years,
and the apartment is really lovely.
We are considering buying the
apartment as a condo, as an investment, so that she can continue living there until she graduates college, and also so that we can retire
to that location. Is this a good idea?
S.F.
ANSWER: Yes, if your granddaughter pays you rent. The Internal Revenue Serviee now permits
tax 'deductions on rentals to
relatives. By miming the apartment you can deduct mortgage.intesapiperry—t—
a-xes from
your federal Income tax. But if you
have a tenant. you can also deduct
depreciation, insurance,
maintenance, repairs, and even the
expense of periodic visits to inspect
the property. Just be sure to
charge your granddaughter a fair.

went outside, they ound the deceased. In his eagerness to get at his dog,
he tripped and put one through his
vital parts.
TNe fleXt .candidale.shoUld brobably be grand champion Gun
Owner of the Year. But he lives in
South Africa. and this contest is
open only to Americans.
--;
However, he deserves:a special
mention
for
his
unusual
achievement.
He ran a farm on which many
blacks worked. White South
Africans are not known for their
liberal qualities, so one day he was
disciplining a black worker. He did
this by gripping his shotgun by the
barrel and hitting the Nlorker on the
head.
The third time he swatted the
man's head, the gun discharged and
blew half the farmer's head off.
And those ingrate farmhand's
didn't even sing "Massa's kin the
cold, cold ground."
Now, finally, the 1983 Gun Owner
of the Year.
And who else could it be than the
now-legendary Willie. Moyers of
Knoxville.
You might remember Willie. He is
one of those people whdalways sleep
with a gun on their bedstands or
under the pillows.
One-night the phone rang. Willie,
half asleep, reached for it and said
hello.
The phone said: "Bang." He had
picked up the gun by mistake and
shot himself in the ear.
He recovered and he has changed
his habits. Now he keeps the phone
out of reach when he sleeps.

looking back

Thanks to helpers
To The Editor:
First, on behalf of the Need Line Board, I
would like to express our sincere appreciation to
the volunteers who regularly work at the Need
Line Office. We wonder how we ever managed
without you. Second, I would like to encourage
anyone in the community who would be interested in volunteering at Need Line to please
contact me. We particularly need your help during the summer months.
Sincerely,
Alida Graves
Volunteer Coordinator
Need Line
Murray, Ky
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VA? K.D.
market rate, in line with other
rents in the building, and declare
ANSWER: The Small Business
Administration offers a number of
that rent as income on your federal
programs designed to help foster
income tax return.
and encourage small business
HEARTLINE: I have been noticenterprises. In 1983, the SBA was
ing articles in newspapers and
funded by Congress to administer a
magazines about the growing trend
loan program directed to Vietnam
of adult children returning to the
Era and disabled veterans.
parental home because of the high
Veterans should contact the
cost of living and financing a home
nearest SBA office for information.
of their own. I thought our family
was all settled now, but things are
changing. It may be necessary for
our son and his wife to move back
in with us. We do not mind at this
Ken Wolf
point, but will have to add on to our
Psychologists like to tell us_ that
home. We had been wanting to add
our "enemies" are generally.to be
a master bedroom suite with a
found within our heads sooner than
bathroom and large closets. Now,
outside ourselves.
we want to have the building done
‘Vhile this doesn't mean that we
this summer. Before we consult
all don't face real external prowith a contractor, is there anything
blems, it does mean that often we
we should know for our own protectend to pick fights with others when
tion? L.R.
we are really most angry with some
ANSWER: If you are planning to
aspect of ourselves
our life or
remodel your home, read your
thought-w•orld.
remodeler's contract carefully to
In the words of therapist John O.__
make sure it includes brand
'Stevens:
40
names, styles, model numbers, colWhen I participate in outside
ors, and levels of quality of all
conflicts before I have cleared
building material's to be used In the
up the conflicts within me, I
construcnon For_ a free copy of,.,.
just create more conqict _both
"How to Choose a Re modeler
Whol On the Level" write to the
lietter, he says, to first become
a wa t'e of our own wishes and hidden
National Association of Home
fears before fighting the -outside
Builders,' National Remodelers
enemies. People who are at peace
Council, 15th & "M" Streets, N.W..•
ittlin themselves. that is. have inWashington, pc 20006.
__tegrity or w:holeness. are better
HEARTLINE: May I obtain a
tighters
anyway.
small business loan through the
,

_thoughts in season

-

Twenty years ago
Ann Kay Sanders, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A.C. Sanders. has
been named as Miss Murray High
School of 1964. Attendants were
Letha Young, Shelia Polly and Jennifer George'
The Murray'Ministerial Association has contributed $100 toward
the local Mental Health Clinic.
Calloway County High School
beat Benton to become champions
of the District _Baseball
Tournament.
"The Dizzy Baton," starring Ada
Sue Hutson. will be presented by
the Murray Junior High Chorus on
May 22 at the Murray High School
Auditorium. Soloists wIl be Susan
Nance and Margaret Steytler. Mrs.
Joan Bowker is director.
Tom Brewer. local manager of
Southern Bell Telephone Co., showed a film on "Sights of World's
Fair, 1964-65" at a meeting of the
Murray Kiwanis Club at the South
Side Restaurant.
Thirty years ago
Joann Spann. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Benny Spann, is valedictorian, and Ellen Hall Graves is
siattatorian of the 1954 gradUating
class of Murray Training Schobl.
Hilda Trevathan is third high honor
student and Ann Parker,is fourth
high honor student.
Re-centth
birs :
t ePorted at the Murray Hospital include a girl to
the Rev. and Mrs. Terry M. Sills
and a girl_ to Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Colson.
Grover Wright Page of Murray
will graduate June 3 from Bethel
College. McKenzie, Tenn.
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Bridge, golf planned by Oaks ladies Anniversary reception on Saturday
Ladies day events will
be at the Oaks Country
Club on Wednesday.
May 23.
Bridge with Mary
Graves as hostess will
be played at 9:30 a.m.
- Golf will be played at
9:30 a.m. with Marsha
Hargrove as hostess.
Anyone not listed in the
lineup may come and be
paired at the tee.
The lineup is as
follows:
Tee No. I — Wanda
Brown, Carolyn
Caldwell, Sue Lamb and
Vicki Nance;

Tee No. IA — Laura
Parker, Burlene
Brewer, Marsha
Hargrove and Sue
Wells;
Tee No. 2 — Grace
James, Ada Roberts,
Jennifer. Crouse and
Paulette Reed;
Tee No. 3 — Doris
Rose, Shirley Wade,
Sadie Ragsdale and
•
Peggy Noel;
Tee No. 3A —` Jane
Barnett, Helen King,
Vickie Oliver and Barbara Blalock.,
Tee No. 4 — Melva
Hatcher, Robbie

LaMastus, Shelba
Barnett and Martha
Barnett;
Tee No. 5 — Sue
Steele, Hazel Beale,
Mary C. Lamb and Sally
Ann Sawyer;
Tee No. 6 — Irene
Wood, Martha Butterworth, Martha Broach
and Florence Hensley;
Tee No. 6A — Mary
Wells, Erma Tuck,
Delma Trotter and
Mary•Montgomery;
Tee No. 7 — Marian
Christenberry, Lou
Darnell, Linda Oliver
Kmel &mita Thornton;

Mr. and Mrs. Eunice
of Rt. 2, Hazel,
Housden
Tee No. 9 — Paula
50th
Crouse, Hazel Ray, will celebrate their
on
anniversary
wedding
Suzanne Oakley and
Saturday,,,May 26.
Earleen Wood.
A reception will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Winners
Winners of ladies day New Providence Church
golf play on May 16 has of Christ Annex
been released by Building.
All friends and
Burlene Brewer, golf
relatives are invited to
hostess, as follows:
Ada Roberts, attend.
The couple was marmedalist; trace James,
first flight; Sue Wells, ried May 26, 1934, at
second flight; Robbie New Providence with
Lalitastus, third flight; Robert L. Hart ofMelva Hatcher, fourth 'ficiating. Their "attenflight; Sally Ann dants were Elton Hutson and Mable
Sawyer, fifth flight.
Scarbrough.
Mrs. Housden, the
former Mary Simmons,
is the daughter of the
late Lucian Simmons
and Jessie Burton SimConcord;
mons of New
James Smith, 211 E. Providence.
Mr. Housden is the
19th St., Benton; Mrs.
Violet E. Johnson, Rt. 1; son of the late Andrew
Mrs, Autumn V. McKin- Housden and Callie
ney, Fern Terrace _Lamb Housden of Rt. 2,
Hazel.
Lodge.
Their four children
are Mrs. Billy Joe
(Shirley) Kingins, Rt. 4,
Murray, Ronald
Housden, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Fred (Joyce)
Wilhite of Rt. 1,
Calhoun, and -Phil
Houtden, Rt. 4,
Madisonville.
Mr. and Mrs. Housden
have nine grandchildren
and three greatgrandchildren.

Newborns, dismissals listed b) hospital
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday, May 16, Was 114
adults and eight in
nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Forrest,
parents. *Karen and
Richard, Box 417, Paris,
Tenn.;
Baby Girl McCarty,
parents, Donna and
Larry, Rt. 5;
Baby Boy Levester,
parents, Glenda and
James, Rt. 4, Paris,
Tenn.
Baby Girl Auft•y,
parents, Denise and
Dean, Apt. 314, College
eta.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Melissa J.
Poursmaeili, 400 South
Fourth St.; Mrs.
Marilyn S. Martin, Rt.
7: Mrs. Marie A. Greer,
Rt. 3; Miss Jonell
Hughes Rt. 1, Dexter;
Frank A. Cooper, Rt.
7, Mayfield; Harold F.
Elkins, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
Mrs. Dianne Gibson, 505
Barger St., Mayfield;
Charles Steven Knott,

2

Rt. 4;
Rd.;
Ruel E. Garland, 609
Mrs. Kitty Cope, Rt. 1,
Hardin; Mrs. Carlene Broad Ext.; Mrs.
M. Hale, Rt. 1, Almo; Lorene Berry, 502 North
Mrs. Mary V. Olive, Rt. Sixth St.; Mrs. Lee W.
4, Fulton; Mrs. Opal Lassiter, 506 Vine St.;
Graham, 1508 Glendale Sterling C. Moody, New

Housckli
-1)
1'0Vider7:c' (,'11111-(4)

North Fork ,News...

Many persons ill in the community
CIVITAN SPEAKER — Dr. Kula Stroup, president of Murray State
University, spoke on statistics relating to educational opportunities, difficulties and achievements in Kentucky at the Thursday meeting of the Murray Civitan Club at the Homeplace Family Restaurant. Arranging for the
program and appearing with Dr. Stroup, center, were Ronnie Pool, left.
president-elect of the local Civitans, and Wayne Williams. immediate past
governor of Kentucky District of Civitan International.

Murrayan in Miss USA pageant

DAYS 'TIL
LAKELAND, Fla.
(API — The new Miss
USA, 21-year-old Mai
Shanley of New Mexico,
credited her win to her
lucky Irish ancestry —
and promptly pulled up
the bottom of her white
evening skirt to reveal a
green cloth cloverleaf
sewn in the seam.
The dark-haired
education major at New
Mexico State University
was crowned queen of
0OUGLAS
4111114 TUOANIR
,
.•
the Miss USA pageant
0•1001• De VT()
Romancing
Thursday night, besting
The STONE
52 other contestants
from across the country
control cord*, 753-3314 to win- more than
$175,000 in cash and
prizes.
"Ah, the luck of the
Irish," she said when
flashing her bit of the
green. Her composure,

INDIANA JONES
AND THE
TEMPLE OF DOOM

she said, was only a
facade — "My head is
like scrambled eggs."
Tammy Melendez,
Miss Kentucky USA,
was a contestant in the
national pageant. As
each contestant was introduced, she said she
was from Murray, Ky.
She also was featured In
a film segment of the
show at a bakery in
Lakeland. She has been
a Murray resident for
six years.
The 21-year-old
Alamogordo, N.M.,
native was chosen over
runner-up Miss West
Virginia, Kelly
Anderson.
Miss Tennessee,
24-year-old Desiree
Daniels from Chattanooga, was second
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chestnut St. 753-3314

REVIVAL
7th lit Poplar Church of Christ
May 20-23
Services:
Mon.-Wed.: 7:30 p.m.

Gordon Smith, evangelist
YOU ARE INVITED

runner-up. Miss
Missouri, 20-year-old
Sandy Percival from
Sunrise Beach, was
third runner-up, while
Miss Washington D.C.,
21-year-old Steffanet
Leaning, was fourth
runner-up.
Miss Shanley's
mother is of Taiwanese
ancestry, her father is
Irish.
She said she was excited about returning to
Florida for the Miss
Universe pageant on July 9. "It's been a dream
of mine and I didn't
think I'd make it this
far."
Miss Shanley is
5-foot-7 and weighs 117
pounds. She lists her
hobbies as singing, dancing, acting and
traveling.
Asked by television
personality tlob Barker,
host of the nationally
televised pageant, what
she would tell the contestants vying for the tide of Miss Universe
about her country,
Shanley said:
"I would like to state
this is the land of the
free. Having come from
parents from two different sides of the
world, I know how good
it is to be in the United
States."
Miss Shanley is the
daughter of Patrick and
Vivian Shanley. Her
father is an U.S. Air
Force sergeant.

By MRS.R.D. KEY
April 30, 1984
Cooper Jones was in
Memphis, • Tenn., for
check up with his
doctor.
Mrs. Jennie Sykes
was admitted to Henry
County Hospital recently. Visitos in to see her
include the Rev. Fil
Boston, the Rev. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes and
son, Mitch, Mr. and
Mrs. Tony Sykes, Susan
Lee and Marilyn
Paschall.
Visitors of Mrs. Carlie
B. Paschall who had
surgery at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital included Mr.
and Mrs. Holin Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Mabern
Key, Joetta Paschall,
Marilyn Paschall and
Mitch Sykes.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Overstreet, David and
Elizabeth from Detroit
Mich., Mr. and Mrs.

Hubert Deering, Mr.
and Mrs. Clerris Wilson,
Mr. .and Mrs. Jimmie
Key, Jeremy Key and
Derrel Wilson were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Mabern Key
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins and Adam, Mrs.
rtie Jenkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Kenny Jenkins,
Hilda Orr, Terry Orr
and Joe Miller were dinner guests of Morris
Jenkins Easter Sunday.
Mrs. Judy Overstreet
and David, Mr. and
Mrs. Mabern Key, Mr.
and Mrs. Hubert Deering, and Clerris Wilson
visited Mrs. Ovie Wilson
in Paris Manor Sunday.
The Rev. Jerry Lee
attended church Tuesday evening with the
Rev. Glynn Orr where
he was in revival at Missionary Grove Baptist
Church in Camden,
Tenn. Rev. Orr was also

in revival at Bethlehem
Baptist Church in
Greenfield, Tenn., April
22 to 27.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes and ,son,
Mitch, Mr. and Mrs.
Toni Sykes, Brian and
Amanda, the Rev. and
Mrs. Jerry Lee and
Tabitha, Jewell Key,
Myrtle R. Hill, Judy
Summers, Marilyn
Paschall and Carolyn
Day were supper guests
of Mrs. Jennie Sykes
Saturday for Easter.
Howard Morris
visited Mrs. Eva Oliver
and Mrs. Jennie Sykes
Thursday. Mrs. Oliver
had eye surgery at
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.,
on Tuesday.
Mrs. Lorene Smith of
Memphis spent the
weekend with her
sisters, Mrs. Sadie
Cooper and Mrs. Myrtle
R Hill. They visited

another sister, Mrs.
Jennie Sykes, a patient
at Henry County
Hospital on Saturday.
Other visitors in to see
Mrs. Sykes were Gloria
Jenkins, Gail Morris
and Michelle.
Johnnie Jones visited
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
Saturday afternoon.
Jessie Paschall spent
Saturday night with
Bertie Jenkins.
Mrs. Ida Elkins had
eye surgery at Henry
County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.,
on Monday morning and
returned home in the
afternoon.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes, Mr. and
Mrs. Lilburn Parker,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McCree, Mrs. Gina Elkins
and daughters, Mitzie
and Carrie, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Shankle
Sunday evening after
church.

Princess seen
at Royal Opera
LONDON'(AP) —
Princess Diana, expecting her second child in
September, did not
bother to hide her
pregnancy when she
went to the Royal Opera
House in Covent Garden
for a glittering charity
gala.
The 22-year -old
Princess of Wales seemed in a happy mood Sunday night when she arrived to the -cheers of
crowds outside, and
removed her sweeping
black cloak in the foyer.
Her loose but slenderlined dress was covered
with dazzling beading.
The gala to aid the
Opera House development appeal and trust
starred tenor Luciano
Pavarotti, who sang
gratis.

-44

RECITALS PRESENTED 7 Piano4students of Cynthia Scribner were
recently presented in recitals in Choir Room of Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University. Many different age levels and playing'
levels were represented. A variety of musical styles were highlighted.
Featured in the 2 p.m. recital were, top photo, from left, first row. Rachelle
Bandarra, Dana Hohman,, Valerie Chapman, Jason Chapman, Robert
Carpenter, middle row, Shalisha Bandarra, Sarah Walker, Daina Sykes,
Michelle Gantt, Michael Lovett, Darren Gantt, back row. Kristy Hohman
and Melody McAlpin. Featured in the 4 p.m. recital were, bottom photo,
from left, first row, Jennifer Wright, Emily Scott, Keisa Bennett, Michael
Deaver, middle row, Staci Shipp, Beth Wilson, Kelsey Christopher, Alison
Cummins, Gene Cook, Matthew Cohen, hack row, Jon Wilson, Melissa Clement, Julie BazzelUand-Scott Gordon.

Phyllis's
Beauty Shop
Novellas TWO Suntana Sun
Systems. Call today for
your appointment!
10

437-4841 °

Visits

Phyllis's $35
Beauty Shop
Hardin, Ky.
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King-Futrell wedding to be June 24
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
A. King of Bon Aqua,
Tenn., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Vivian
Marie, to Dr. Danny
Wayne Futrell, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Futrell of Murray.
The bride-elect is a
1972 graduate of John
Overton Senior High
School in Nashville. She
received her associate
degree in nursing from
Tennessee State University in 1982 and currently is employed by
Bowden Pediatric Nursing Services in Houston,
Texas.
Miss King is the
granddaughter of the
liSe Mr. and Mrs. Hervy
J. Van Fossen and of the
late Mr. and Mrs.
James L. Durkin, all of
Youngstown, Ohio.
Dr. Futrell is a 1974
graduate of Calloway
County High School. He
received his Bachelor of
Science degree from
Murray State University in 1978 and his doctor
of Medicine degree from
the University of Kentucky . in 1983. Dr.
Futrell currently is
completing his residency in pediatrics at the
Baylor Affiliated
Hospitals in Houston,
Texas.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Silas I. Futrell
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Henry B.Turner of
Murray.
The couple has chosen
Sunday, June 24, as
• their wedding date. The
ceremony will be per-
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9:30 a.m. with Peggy Lamb, Nancy
Shoemaker, 788-0862, as Haverstock and Jane
hostess. Anyone not Fitch;
listed in the lineup may
Tee No. 6 — Polly
come and be paired at Seales, Rebecca Irvan,
the tee.
Euldene Robinson and
The lineup is as Betty Powell;
follows:
Tee No. 7 — Martha
Sue Ryan, LaVerne
Tee No. 1 — Mary Ryan, Mary Belle
Bogard, Betty Jo Pur- Ove
.rbey and Mary
dom, Diane Villanova Bazzell;
and Pam Mavity;
Tee No.8 — Elisabeth
Tee No. IA — Ve Slusmeyer, Patty
Severns, Freda Steely, Claypool, Chris Graham
Peggy Shoemaker and and Rowena Cullom;
Billie Cohoon;
Tee No. 9 — Eddie
Tee No. 2 — Jerlene Mae Outland, Frances
Sullivan, Betty Lowry, Richey and Barbara
Fairs. Alelander and Stacy;
Veneta Sexton;
Tee No. 9A — Mug
Tee No. 3 — thus Orr, Rigsby, Donna Tate-and
Toni Hopson, Margaret Debbie Jones.
Shuff.ett and Sue
Costello;
Winners
Tee No. 4 — Madelyn
Ve Severns, hostess
Lamb, Edith Garrison, for ladies day golf play
Sue Brown and Louise on May 16, has released
Lamb;
the winners as follows:
Tee No. 5 — Virginia
Championship flight
Schwettman, Carita — Frances Hulse and

Guthrie reunion planned

Vivian Marie King .
and Dr. D311111' Futrell to marry
formed at 5 p.m. at the
A reception will follow
Belle Meade Mansion, the ceremony at the
110 Leake Ave., Belle Meade Mansion
Nashville, Tenn.
Gardens.

'Monday, May 21
Tuesday, May 22
sent the musical, Murray State Universi"Oklahoma," at 8 p.m. ty.There is no
in Playhouse in the admission.
Murray-Calloway Coun————
ty Park.
Cub Scout Pack 57 of
Murray City Schools
Tuesd-ay, May 22
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Mothers Morning will Old Murray City Park.
be at 9 a.m. and Bazaar
————
Workshop will be at 10
Marshall County
a.m. at First United Ladies Full Gospel
Methodist Church.
Fellowship will meet at
————
10:30 p.m. at Ken-Bar
First Baptist Church Inn.
will have a churchwide
————
skating party from 6 to 8
Social Security
p.m. at Roller Skating of Representative will be
Murray.
at Robert 0. Miller
————
Courthouse Annex from
Murray Lions Club 10 a.m. to noon.
Youth Night will be at
6:30 p.m. at Murray
————
Woman's Club House.
Murray Moose Lodge
————
Legion meeting will be
Murray TOPS (take at 8 p.m. with officers to
off pounds sensibly) meet at 7 p.m. at lodge
Club will meet at 7 p.m. hall.
at Health Center.
————
Murray State UniverCalloway County High sity Libraries will be
School Spring Sports open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
Banquet (potluck) will p.m.
be at 6:30 p.m. in
————
cafeteria of school.
Alcoholics
————
Second night of Anonymous will meet at
"Oklahoma" will be 8 p.m. in western porpresented at 8 p.m. in tion of Livestock and
Playhouse in Murray- Exposition Center.
•
————
-Calloway County Park
Parents Anonymous
by Murray High School
Speech- and Theatre will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
Department.
762-2504,
753-4126,
————
Senior citizens ac- 753-8987 or 762-2667.
tivities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
Humane Society of
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas Calloway County will
Centers; fronl 10 a.m. to meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Calloway Public
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Library.
————
————
Lynda Cochran Dance
Memorial Baptist
and Gymnastics Studio
will present a program, Church WMU will have
Murray High School "Here Comes the a luncheon at 11 a.m. at
Speech and Theatre Showboat," at 7 p.m. in the church.
————
Department will pye-. Lovett Auditorium,

All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the- wedding-and
the reception.

A Guthrie reunion of the relatives and descendants of Booker and Rosie Jetton Guthrie will be
Sunday, May 27, starting at 11 a.m. at Hazel
Community Center. A basket dinner will be served. Children of the Guthrie couple are Clatus,
Chesley and Ivan Guthrie, Mrs. Bob (Onie)
Whitnell, Mrs. Charley (Alma) Anderson and
Mrs. Earnest .(Lilly) Derrington. Surviving
family members include Mrs. Lucian (Mary)
Ridings,pf Murray and Mrs. Chesley (Jewt11)
Guthrie. Carey Anderson of Winter Haven, Fla.,
a grandson, will give the family tree. All
relatives and friends are invited. For information call Mildred Guthrie at 492-8439.

Wednesday, May 23
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by Senior
Citizens.
———
Ladies day events at
Murray Country Club
will include bridge and
golf at 9:30 a.m.and luncheon at noon.
—— —
Ladies day events at
Oaks Country Club will
include bridge and golf
at 9:30 a.m.
————
Auditions for parts in
"Harvey" and "Finian's Rainbow" by the
Community Theatre
will be from 7 to 10 p.m.
at Playhouse in the
Park. For,information
call 759-1752.
————
Murray State University Libraries will be
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
————
The Music Makers
Choir, grades 2 and 3,
will present "Kids
Praise" at 6:45 p.m. in
auditorium of First Baptist Church.
Drinking water is the
biggest bargainrin the
family budget, according to the American
Water Works gssociation. The average price
for 1,000 gallons of
water from the faucet is
slightly more than for a
single gallon of bottled
water, it says. It
observes that prices for
municipal drinking
water in the United
States range from as little as 20 cents a thousand gallons to about $4,
with the average at
$1.03.

Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Wednesday, May 23, at 9 am. at
the club. In case of rain play will he cancelled.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Renee
Wynn, Cathy Mattis, Martha Andrus and Emily
Miller; Court Two — Leisa Fauglui, Ann Uddberg, Cindy Dunn and Annette Alexander; Court
Three — Cecilia Brock, Carol Waller, Vicky
Holton and Vickie Jones; Court Four — Dianne
Buckingham, Kathy Kopperud, Kay Ray and
Alice Rouse.

Whitford gets degree
Barbara A. Whitford, 526 Broad St., Murray,
received her Master of Science in Recreation
from Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind., in
May commence ent exercises. Jane Ellen
Viterisi of Paduca received her Master of Fine
Arts. John W. Ran is president of the
university.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles"Barber of Sedalia are the
parents, of a son, Charles Trad, born on Thursday, May 10, at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Barber of Sedalia and Mr. and Mrs. Red Nance
of Rt. 3, Mayfield.

Christy Dawn Link born
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Link, Rt. 2, Mayfield, are
the parents of a daughter, Christy Dawn, born on
Wednesday, May 9, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Grandparenti are Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Woodward, Rt. 1. Hickory, and
Lawrence Link, Frankfort.
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Friday 8 PM
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Shopping V1S1

Good selection, written warranties and
very affordable prices.
Complete servicing and checkup Only $6.00
on any vacuum.

Bel Air
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,
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Phone
753-5005

Meeting to be Tuesday
The Humane Society of Calloway County will
meet Tuesday, May 22, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library. All members and interested persons are urged to attend, said Kathy
Cohen president.

EXPIRES 5-31-84
MURRAY
753-0542

S ale serving on Yarnell

The original farnil hairtutiers.

Navy Petty Officer 2nd Class Clayton K. Seale.
son of Dr. and Mrs. William B. Seale of 407 North
Seventh St., Murray, recently returned from a
six-month deployment to the Mediterranean Sea
and North atlantic Ocean. He is a crewmember
aboard the guided missile cruiser USS Harry E.

"Here Comes
the Showboat"
presented by

Lynda Cochran
Dance &
Gymnastic
Studio

Artcraft Photography
Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

Tuesday, May 22
7 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium, MSU
No Admission Charge

118 South 12St St. 753-0035

Let's Go Fishing
For -The Souls
of Men

May 24-27 7:30 p.m.

fk,
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Grace Baptist Church
SPECIAL MUSIC
Grace Youth -Choir
Hazel Youth Choir
Hafclin Youth Choir

SPEAKERS
Bo Samilny Cunningham
Bro. Darv+n Stom.
E3.ro Ricky Cunninghtm

MUS4C Director — Ricky Smith
May 26—Refreshments 3rd Fellowship After Service
Nursery Provided Each Night
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MURRAY VACUUM
201 N. Sth- CENTER 759-4494

EVERYONE WELCOME
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REVIVAL
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Eureka

Order must be in by Thursday
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Fourth flight — Jennie Hutson, first, Janet
Wallis, second, and Donna Tate and Jennie Hutson, low putts.

Charles Trad Barber born

Tennis play Wednesday

Electrolux

r

Second flight — Nancy .Haverstock, first,
Polly Seales, second,
and Rebecca Irvan, low
putts;
Third flight —
Ethelene McCallon,
first, Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Chris
Graham and Rowena
Cullom, tied for second,
Ethelene McCallon and
Elizabeth Slusmeyer,
tied for low putts;

Yarnell, homeported in Norfolk, Va. The Yarnell
is 533 feet long and has a crew of 377.
During the cruise the Yarnell crossed both the
Equator and the Arctic Circle and was awarded
the Navy Expeditionary Medal for its role in the
support of the Multi-national Peacekeeping
Force in Beirut, Lebanon. In March the ship joined the "Teamwork 84" exercise in the
Norwegian Sea with Naval forces from nine
countries taking part in the NATO exercise that
ended with an amphibious landing in the
Norwegian Fjords north of the Arctic Circle.
Ports visited during the cruise included Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil; Marseilles and Villegfranche,
France; Haifa, Israel; Alexandria, Egypt; and
Antwerp, Belgium.

"The little
store that
offers more!"

IL,

Evelyn Jones, tied for
first, Jeriene Sullivan,
second, and Frances
Hulse, low putts;
First flight —
Madelyn Lamb, first,
Cathryn Garrott and
Virginia Schwettman,
tied for second, and
Edith Garrison, low
putts;

DATEBOOK

Monday, May 21
North Calloway
Elementary School
Parent-Teacher Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
school.
_ ————
Revelation Seminar
will be from 7 to 9 p.m.
at Holiday Inn.
————
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
-Spring Sports Banquet, sponsored by
Tiger Athletic Boosters,
will be at 6 p.m. in
cafeteria of Murray
High School. Cost will be
$2 per person and reservations are not
necessary.
———
Reservations for Girl
Scout Day Camp, June 4
to 7, should be made by
today with Donna Whitfield or Judy Jones.
————
Reservations for
ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday at Murray
Country Club should be
made by today with
Cathryn Garrott or Norma Frank.
————
Monthly potluck of
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Al-Anon is scheduled at 7 p.m. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764,
753-5094 or 753-7663.
————
Skating party by Murray Elementary School
PTO, Carter and
Robertson Centers, will,
be from 6 to 8.,p.m. at
-Roller Skafing of
Murray.

-..
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Ladies plan luncheon, bridge, golf

Events planned for
ladies day at the Murray Country Club on
Wednesday, May 23, include bridge, golf and a
luncheon.
Cathryn Garrott and
Norma Frank are
chairmen of the ladies
day luncheon to be served at noon. Reservations should be made by
today with either Mrs.
Garrott or Mrs. Frank.
Other luncheon
hostesses include Mary
Frances Bell, Lois Fairfield, Betty Lou Farris,
Emmy Edwards, Polly
Garland, Ailene Greene,
Ann Haney, Jennie Hutson, Linda Jones, Lou
Ann Philpot; Margaret
Polly and Euldene
Robinson.
Bridge will be played
at 9:30 a.m. with Susan
McKnelly as the
scheduled hostess.
Golf
Golf will be played at

Coming c'omrininity events

_Center
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FARM AND AG NOTES
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Turkey servings can be wrapped with lots of red tape
WASHINGTON (AP)
- About $2.18 of the cost
of serving a 20-pound
turkey can be chalked
up to government
regulations and policies,
says an Agriculture
Department economist.
Harold Jones of the
department's Economic

Research Service says
the regulations and
policies - ranging from
inspections to taxes add about 10.9 cents to
each pound of turkey.
That's one-eighth of last
year's average retail
price of 91.7 cents a
pound.

"There's no question
that regulations do impose a certain burden,
but there are substantial benefits to society
as a whole and to particular groups because
of them," he said.
Jones is based at the
University of Georgia

Farmer's crops still a long way from
being harvested, officials, are reporting
"normal" weather WASHINGTON (AP
- Although farmers the 1984 corn crop may
have made up part of produce about 7.8 billion
this spring's delay in bushels, nearly double
planting corn, the crop last year's skimpy 4.2
is still a long way from billion.
-A major concern at
harvest next fall. It will
be a crucial six months, this time is the delayed
according to plantings because of exAgriculture Depart- cessive moisture, not
only for corn but for
ment analysts.
Based on projections barley and oats as
- which, in turn, are well," the department's
based on an assumption Economic Research
that farmers will have Service said Monday.

1- Southern States
Starks
Brothers
Fruit
Trees

Apple • Peach • Pear
Industrial Rd. 753-1423

*9,41tte*4*ft*

and specializes in the
economics of the poultry
industry. His findings
were in a new issue of
Farmline magazine
distributed Thursday by
the agency.
According to the
report, Jones found that
"a host of federal agencies - and a packet of
regulations - cover
every step of producing

See us for all your
feed, bulk garden
seeds,fertilizer and
pet care needs.

753-5378

071401t, Iat

A report issued Tues- acres contracted earlier Including cash
day by the Agriculture during the regular payments for some of
Department said that signup period.
the wheat land taken
wheat farmers overall
Despite the acreage from production in 1984.
have agreed to take 20.8 cutback, the departLast year, under the
million acres of their ment projects this Reagan administracropland base from-pro- year's total wheat crop tion's massive program
duction this year. That at about 2.55 billion to give participating
included 17 million bushels, up from 2.43 farmers payment-inbillion bushels in 1983 kind benefits for idling
when even more acres part of their land, wheat
were taken from producers idled about
production.
28.2 million acres of
The signup results wheat land - about 7A
were in line with earlier million acres fewer than
USDA projections show- in 1983.
ing that the special
In all, under the PIK
signup would add three and regular acreagedramatically" in the million to five million
reduction programs, the
last decade.
acres to what had been latest agency figures
"In contrast, many already committed.
show that farmers idled ,
centrally planned and
Officials reopened the 72.3 million acres in
West European coun- wheat portion of the pro1983, receiving $9.7
tries have grown more grarri after Congress apbillion worth of free
slowly and con_seauently proved new -provisions,
wheat, torn, sorghum,
their market rankings

have sunk," the.report
said.
_In_order_ of_ rank in
1980-82, the top 10
agricultural importers
and the U.S. share of
each market in 1980-82
and 1970, included:
West Germany, 7.1
percent in 1980-82 and
8.4 percent in 1970.
Soviet Union, 7.8 percent and 0.6 percent.
United States, not
applicable.
Japan, 34.6 percent
and 29.3 percent.
United Kingdom, 6.2
percent and 7.1 percent.
France, 4.8 percent
and 5 percent.
Italy, 7.8 percent and
6.2 percent.
Netherlands, 30 percent and 24.9 percent.
Belgiu,mLuxembourg, 10.3 percent and 9.2 percent.
China, 35.6 percent
and 15.5 percent.

2244
Grain Sorghum

THE GREAT CASE
PARTS PRICE
REDUCTION!
No matter where you look
you won't do better in terms
of parts quality, and proven
reliability. And you won't
find a better value for the

Still others fall into
the category of social
regulation, which involves equal employment Opportunities and
the payment of Social
Security taxes.
Jones said economic
regulations add an
estimated 4.1 cents per
pound to the cost of producing and marketing a
consumer-ready turkey.

rice and cotton as a
large part of their
benefits.
Except for wheat,
there are no PIK
benefits for the other
crops in 1984. Farmers,
however, must participate in the regular
acreage programs and
Idle part of their land in
order to qualify for
price support loans and
target price guarantees.
The department's
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service said farmers
now have signed up to
idle 30.4 million acres of
cropland in 1984, only 42
percent of the 72.3
million acres taken
from production last
year.

U.S. asking public's advise on
federal tobacco price supports
WASHINGTON (AP)
- The Agriculture
Department said it
wants to hear from the
public before it decides
on the level of federal
price supports for
various kinds of tobacco
that farmers will grow
in 1984, except for fluecurep.
Eyerett Rank, administrator of the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service, said the department recommends no
change in last year's
$1.751 per-pound price
support for burley
tobacco because there
already is an excessive
supply on hand.
The department has
no recommendation for

other kinds of tobacco,
however, he said
Friday.
Under the Dairy and
Tobacco Adjustment
Act of 1983! support
levels for various kinds
of tobacco are to be set
"so as not to narrow
their normal differential from flue-cured
tobacco," Rank said.
The law specifies that
the 1984 support level
for flue-cured tobacco
remain unchanged from
the 1983 level of 81.699
per pound.
Compared with 1983
levels, the support for
burley can be increased
but not decreased, while
the support levels for all
other kinds may be
decreased but not is-

creased, he said.
The levels of support
for 1983-crop tobacco
are:
Flue-cured, types
11-14, $1.699 per pound.
Burley, type 31,
$1.751.
Dark air-cured, types
35-36, 81.057.
Fire-cured,.type 21,
$1.188.
Puerto Rican, type 46,
90.9 cents.
Sun-cured, type 37,
$1.094.
Cigar binder and
filler, types, 42-43-44 and
53-54-55, 90.7 cents.
All comments can be
sent by June 6 to Director, Analysis Division,
USDA-ASCS, Room
3741-S, Box 2415,
Washington, D.C. 20013.

Wheat prices expected to drop

Experience

Come in and compare our
new prices on over 50,000
genuine Case parts! We
want your parts business
and were priced to earn it

Today's regulations
evolved from perceived

"Some satisfy safety,
health or environmental
demands, such as the
required inspections of
freshly killed turkeys to
ensure that only
wholesome birds reach

the dinner table," Jones
said.
Some regulations,
such as the variable
freight rates handled by
the Interstate Commerce Commission, are
In the category of
economkf regulation.
The purpose may • be
simply/to improve efficiency' or to avoid
monopoly.

Commodity importers
list remains about
the same as in past

BUCHANAN FLO & SEED
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"Although the turkey
industry is not heavily
regulated inleomparison
with other industries, it
does reflect the wide
variety of rules that affect businesses in this
country," Jones said.

needs, he said. And new
regulations emerge all
the time because of the
changing concerns of
society.

eat farmers sign up for latest program

The projections,which are described as
highly tentative, would
mean a total corn suppWASHINGTON (AP)
ly of about 8.3 billion - Wheat farmers
have
bushels in the 1984-85 signed up to idle
an admarketing year that will ditional 3.8 million
acres
begin next Oct. 1. That under the
government's
would include about 500 sweetened 1984
acreage
million bushels ex- program
aimed at
pected o be left over dampening the
buildup
from previous crops.
of surplus stockpiles.
Officials said that
total corn use in 1984-85
is expected to rise about
6 percent from this
season to about 7.2
billion bushels That
would leave corn carryover stocks on Oct. 1,
1985 - the start of the
1985-86 season - at
WASHINGTON (AP)
slightly more than 1.1 - Except for China, a
billion bushels.
comparative
"This implies newcomer,the list of the
somewhat lower farm top 10 importers of
prices than during the agricultural comcurrent year, but supply modities has stayed
would still be tight preftk much- The sameenough to yield a season since 1970.
The Agriculture
average price of $2.65 to
$3.20 a bushel, 10 to 65 :Department __says the
cents above the national .United States - for
average loan rate, with many years the leading
the most likely price exporter of farm probelow the midpoint," ducts - also has been
among the top buyers of
the report said.
Nationally, the 1984 agricultural
corn loan rate - which commodities.
is the government's
Imports by the 10
basic price support level leaders made up nearly
- is $2.55 per bushel. If 60 percent of the world's
the report is correct, the total of $247 billion in
farm price will "most 1980-81. The United
likely" be less than the States accounted for
82.92 midpoint of ,.,the 16:3-percent of the world
projected price range.
total.
A report in the May
issue of Foreign
Agriculture magazine
said that the major
growth markets between 1970 and 1980-82
were the less-developed
countries, primarily
those in the Middle
East. Purchases by
Saudi Arabia, Egypt
and Iraq "all shot up

*4*AloOkOlt, *41

Industrial Road

and marketing turkeys"
in this country.

construction equipment
parts you need.

This new pricing policy is
not just a limited
for keeps
time offer Now you have
over 50,000 new reasons
to get to know us better.
Case engineered parts,
warranty backed at great
new prices.
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Call us and compare!

- NK Brand 2244 has the characteristics that
promise a successful season. 2244 fights
disease and greenbugs. A,nd its ability to
stand strong in the hot, dry weather contributes to yields. Even when the weather
runs dry.
'Medium maturing.
•Supertt yield potential
'Semi-open heads for fast dry down
•Excellent.downy mildew and ahthracnose
resistance .
'Resists smut and MDMV
'Resistance to Biotype C greenbugs
'Short, sturdy plants with very good
standability

WASHINGTON (AP)
- Farmers can expect
wheat prices to decline
as a result of a bumper
1984 harvest, possibly to
a six-year low, according to new projections
by the Agriculture
Department.
In a "highly tentative- look ahead, the
department also projected a huge corn
harvest this year of
nearly 7.76 billion
bushels, nearly double
the skimpy 1983 harvest

of 4.2 billion bushels.
Officials said Thursday in a new supplyand-demand report that
the average price of
wheat is expected to be
In the range of $3.20 to
$3.50 per bushel in the
marketing year that will
begin on June 1, down
from $3.50 estimated for
the 1983-84 season just
ending.
According to department records, that
would be the lowest
season average price

"SERVING
THE ENTIRE
PURCHASE
AREA"

See me
for more
information.:
and for your
supply of

for wheat since farmers
got- $2.97 per bushel in
the 1978-79 season.
Prices rose to $3.78 in
1979-80, $3.91 in 1980-81,
$3.65 in 1981-82, and $3.55
in 1982-83.
The analysis followed
the department's report
on Wednesday that
estimated 1984 winter
wheat production at 1.98
billion bushels, less than
1 percent below last
year's huge output.
Wheat industry officials
said at the time that the
big prospective crop
would put pressure on
prices.
Miller receives
local FFA honor
Jamie Miller, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Irvan
Miller, Route 1, Almo,
has been selected -as
Member of the Month
for April by the

2244
CARRA WAY
FARMS
Rt• 4 Rex $15
Murray

BUYERS OF
CORN•WHEAT
& SOYBEANS
Grain Merchandising

EiST:
1934 - 1954'

McKe.el Equipment Co.

. 7534404

MURRAY - 503 WALNUT - 753-3062
PADUCAH - JULIA ST.- 444-0110

753-5\522

Jamie Miller Calloway County
Chapter of, Future
Farmers of America.
Miller was selected as
a result of being the high
Individual scorer In the
Murray State Ag. Club
Field Day Horse Judging Contest and for serving as FFA Chapter Sentinel for the- 1988784
school year.
He is a junior at
CCHS.
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By Abigail

- Brad Belcher (-lefty
president of the MurrayCalloway County
Jaycees is pictured
awarding Lirry Gilbert
a certificate of appreciation. Gilbert, the
agriculture teacher at
Calloway County High
School, was recently
recognized for his work
with the Jaycee
organization.

Van Buren

Ancient,Indian Medicine
Can Cure Our Modern Woes
DEAR ABBY: Pity I can't claim
authorahip to this little verse; it's
just my type:
My typist's away on vAcattion&
My typizt's away bg the seaz/
She lefft Me to do alz the typigg
0 bRing bacck my typist to me.
Md typiztm Is aw-py on vasction3
a fact gou can eaxily zee —
IT's odd how thees letirs get
mizxed up
0 brine back my tyapit to me;?
0 Daxm!---+.
SIGN ME FRUSTRATED

DEAR ABBY:Some time ago you
had a letter from a woman wir for
many years thought she had a
wonderful marriage, then her husband died suddenly, and some evidence turned up that made her
believe her husband had been having an affair with another woman.
The poor widow then worked up an
intense hatred for her husband's
memory, making her bitter and
miserable.
I have been practicing Native
American medicine and healing for
many years, and I know that most
sicknesses begin in the head. Anger,
jealousy,fear,resentment and bitterness—all emotional reactions create
physical ailments: headaches, ulcers, heartaches, etc. I believe that
certain types of cancer are caused
by emotional stress.
I help people cure their sickness
by having them go outside, dig a
hole in the earth, lie down on their
stomachs and speak all their angry,
negative thoughts into the hole,
cover it over with the dirt and leavt
it there. That way, they actually
"bury" all the negative, stressful
emotions within them that made
them sick. It works, Abby.
SUN BEAR IN SPOKANE, WASH.
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When you're sick or hurt,you
deserve some old-fashioned
personal attention...
Check with State Farm for a health insurance program
chars just right for you
Jona Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th
•a
al Health Insur c
State lar

Uke a good
dogma,
State Farm IS Mere
5.145• .ar•

5.1•5555.5 .455....555.,•torn.,,,

MosterCord

ache Ihaek

CITILIME

Prices Are Slashed!
Nores the'Time to
Save on Electronics
for Home,Car, Office

** *

DEAR ABBY: Please warn people
who use the newspapers' classified
ads to give away free dogs and cats
that many of these animals may
wind up in pit bull dogfighting
training sessions. Also suggest that
they charge at least a nominal fee
for the pets, and screen each potential owner.
Andther good idea: Ask for visitation rights. If you are refused, you
can suspect foul play. Some people
"adopt" free pets, then turn around
and sell them to research laboratories.
ANIMAL LOVER

Lowest Price Ever! TRS-80.
Model 4 Dual-Disk Computer
By Radio Shack
Save $400

1599°

0

*5*

DEAR SUN BEAR: "Getting
all the garbage out" is the basis
for all healing. Indeed, it's the
principle of psychoanalysis,
which takes longer, and costs
more.
*
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Clarinette1-108 by Realistic

Save 900

Reg.
1999.00

USE YOUR
WO Am&

Commercial Lease Available
For Only $55 Per Month
(plus applicable use/sales tax)

(Problems? What's bugging
you? Unload on Abby, P.O. Box
38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
For a personal reply, please enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.)

•

AM/FM Stereo Phono With
Cassette Deck Cut 34%

Reg. 289.95

• Two Built-in Disk Drives
• 80-Column/24-Line Display

Typewriter-style key- ,
board. phone and
printer interfaces.
..ot2 _1069 ,..Uses Model 111/4 software. 84K memory-

Two 15k-High •

Speakers With
5" Woofers and
2" Tweeters
Record cassettes off radio or phono. 10-LED meter, AutoMagic FM tuning system, loudness button, 1/4"jacks for
-headphone and optional mikes. #13-1213
--

w.MIN

ALL TELEPHONES CUT 20% OR MORE THRU MAY 31sT!

ABOVE
NEAR NORMAL
ABOVE

r
••.

Car AM/FM Cassette With
Dolby*B NR and Auto-Search
By Realistic'
Save $60

.
Ma
111100
. NEAR NORMAL

.;BELOW
•4•...• •:.

USE YOUR
I...na.•

11995
Reg. 179.95

•.. .••
:
:
.* .
.
O
.
V
.
/
BEL.
NEAR
NORMAL

High power (24 watts total) for awesome autosound!

Front/rear fader, bass and treble controls plus LED indicators for FM stereo, tape and Dolby NR. DIN-size chassis
fits in many dashes. #12-1904
•TM Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp

ABOVE

8800

Reg. 119.95
Dramatically Improves Your Stereo
Twenty sliding boost-and-cut tone controls let you adjust
response to cut hiss and rumble or emphasize vocalists
and certain instruments. Monitor and dubbLng controls for
two tape decks. #31-2005

Cassette Recording Tape Sale $80 Off! 3-Way Speaker in Real
Stock Up and Save, No Limit! Walnut Veneer
Optimus'-50 by Realistic
By Realistic
Half Price
MIIt1In
60 Min
for 199
Half
Price Reg. 159.95 Each
Reg. 1.99 Each

30-DAY TEMPERATURE OUTLOOK

BELOW

C1171.1111

Upgrade Now!10-Band Stereo
Graphic Equalizer Cut 27%
By Realistic
Save
$3195

(1
NEAR NORMAL

2

REALISTIC acnov neotsw 60

4
1*7
•
BELOW
.
.••

79E

••••/15550

REAL'S T/C cow

NO,.

90 Min.

90

•

•

2

• 12" Woofer • 21/2" Tweeter

for 279

Reg. 2.79 Each

Special oxide formula for high output and wide frequency response. Precision housing reduces wow and flutter. Hinged
storage case. #44-602/603

ABOVE

Answer-Only Cordless Phone

• 4" Open-Back Midrange
Save $160 on a pair! Midrange
radiates sound off wall behind
speaker and back into listening
area. 25x 14x 10" #40-2041

CB With Channel 9/19 Priority

DUOFONE ET-340 by Radio Shack

6995 iRie99.

sevrc. National Weather Serve
30 DAY FORECAST — This is the weather outlook for the nation for the
next 30 days, according to the National Weather Service.
AP Laserphoto

•

Reg. 119.95
to 700-Foot Range

Frances Drake

What kind of day will tomor- VIRGO
chases.
row be? To find out what the (Aug.23 to Sept.22)
PISCES
Make plans for a lunch date (Feb.19 to Mar.20)
stars say, read the forecast
with a romantic interest. Partgiven for your birth sign.
Though there may be tennership
affairs
are sion with a family member,
highlighted. You're effective you're a hit in your social cirARIES
in stating ideas.
cle. Acuity of perception br(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 4r/4 LIBRA
ings insights.
Information that slips out (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
now reminds you that it is not
Increased determination brYOU BORN TODAY are an
wise to broadcast your ac- ings success to dieters. On the
tivities, especially in business. job you seem inspired and are advanced thinker whose work
TAURUS
able to express your ideas ef- usually is ahead of its time.
You have an ability to bounce
(Apr. 20 to May 20) dda. fectively.
back from adversity. Indeed,
You consider a business SCORPIO
partnership. The cost of (Oct. 23to Nov.21) in/ellP "defeat" is not a word found in
socializing may strain your
You're in,the mood to call your vocabulary. Your work
budget. Still, you'll enjoy the shots in romance, but should always reflect your
yourself with others.
some co(npcomise is in order. ideals, or else you become
GEMINI
Heart-to-heart talks abet bar- temperamental. You dislike
taking orders and belong in
(May 21 to June 20) ,
Many after dark.
11.116
some independent line of
Play your cards close to the SAGITTARIUS
work. Creative fields suit you
chest in business and there (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
will be gains. Downplay ego in . You'll make home more ap- fine, though you also have
career discussions. Stick to pealing to the eye and may get strong humanitarian leanings.
the point.
rid of some clutter. Common Birth date •of: Laurence
_Olivier, actor; Richard
CANCER
sense dictates changes.
•Wagner, composer; and A.
(June 21 to July n)
CAPRICORN
In-laws-play a role in your (Dec.72 to Jan. 19) lea Conan Doyle", writer.
life today. News comes from a
Creatively, you're charged
550
distant friend. Cultural ac- with new ideas. Don't waste
tivities •stimulate you to in- inspirations. Make the most of
China named an amtellectual accomplishment.
your talents. Make important
LEO
bassador to the Soviet
calls.
AQUARIUS
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Union • in 1970 and thus
Though
financial (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
testored top-level
developments are in your
Financial gains accrue, but diplomatit relations for
favor, there may be an you need to watch frivolous
awkward moment with an ac- spending. Consult with others the first time in four
quaintance about money.
before making major pur- years. .

Don't drive "alone"!
Switch gives instant
access to Emergency
Ch. 9 and Highway
Ch. 19. No license
needed. #21-1508

Take calls anywhere. Tone
from remote alerts you to incoming calls. Base has call
button for paging and charger
for batteries in handset. .
#43-272 FCC registered

FOR TUESDAY,MAY 22, 1984

Your Individual Horoscope

200-in-1 Electrohic
Project Lab Kit
Cut 9995

All

33%

Save s5

Large LED Channel Readout

Solar-Powered Card-Size
Calculator
EC-406 by Radio Shack

":23456'78
000000
000000
00 1111
00 IN 0

Reg. 44.95

Build a radio, telegraph, digital
timer, more! With 7-segment
LED, two ICs and meter.
#28-249 Batte,.es eatra

128-Page Manual With
Easy Instructions

eii0

Never Needs Batteries
Powered by any light, indoors or out! 4-key memory,
auto-constant, square root and percent keys and 8-digit
LCD. Includes carry case. #65-904

Folding Travel Alarm

By Micronta'

ese)

Fits In Pocket or Purse
Upfront controls
.make it
easy to use. Backlit LCD,
snooze control. -With battery.
#63-705

Reg. 34.95
AFC and telescoping antenna to'
no-drift FM, 3" speaker. With earphone. AC/battery operation
#12-668 Elatter•s extra

.
4g4

41244a

•-siserelieeviemee

TRC-414 by Realistic

Save $50

4555•45111505.55.1.

55=

• aft

A DitriSION'OF TANDY CORPORATION

•
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a

•

Check Your Phone Book for the Rados Meek Store or
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Dealer Nearest You
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Houston takes lead
in Central Division

Four MHS Tigers
qualify for state
meet in five events;
team places second

By The Associated Press
A pair of blinders would have suited Jack
Pardee just fine.
"I tried to keep from looking at the
scoreboard," the Houston coach said Sunday
after his Gamblers routed Oklahoma 31-12. "I
did steal a couple of looks — but only after we'd
taken a comfortable lead."
What he saw no doubt gave him yet more comfort. In Los Angeles, the Michigan Panthers
were beaten, 24-17 by the Express, leaving
Houston alone atop the Central Division with an
8-5 record, one game ahead of the Panthers.
Also Sunday in the United States Football
League, Tampa Bay tripped New Orleans 31-20
and San Antonio whipped Washington 30-14.
On Saturday, Oakland downed Memphis 29-14,
Philadelphia crushed Jacksonville 45-14 and
Arizona demolished Denver 41-6. On Friday
night, Birmingham blasted Chicago 41-7.
Tonight, Pittsburgh visits New Jersey.
The victory, before an announced Astrodome
crowd of 31,142, was built on Jim Kelly's three
touchdown passes and three interceptions of
Doug Williams passes. It was Houston's second
in a row following a pair of overtime losses. The
Outlaws, 6-7. have lost five in a row.
Kelly, surviving seven sacks by the Outlaws'
defense, started his assault on the Oklahoma
secondary with a 41-yard TD pass to Richard
Johnson. It also was Johnson's 82nd reception of
the year, surpassing the mark of 81 set by Trumaine Johnson in the USFL's first season.
Johnson now has 85 passes for 1,077 yards.
Express 24, Panthers 17
Steve Young threw TD liaises covering 28
yards - to Freddie Scott and 6 yards to JOjo
Townsell in the LA Coliseum, where 10,193 paying fans showed up. In the tight Pacific Division,
Los Angeles is 6-7 and one game behind Denver
and tied with Arizona.
Tony Zendejas kicked' three field goals, including a team-record 46-yarder, for the Express. I.3obby Heberi, the Michigan quarterback,
had three passes picked off and-dicin't,throw a
TD pass until 36 seconds remained in tile game,
'when he
rd Waiter !trough-ton-20r -216•
Bandits 31, Breakers 20
Tampa Bay, 10-3, relling off its seventh consecutive victory, stayed within one game of first
place, in the Southern Division while New
Orleans, losing for the third time in four games,
fell to 8-5.
"Obviously this was a good victory, for us,"
Coach Steve Spurrier of the Bandits said. "We
didn't have any sacks and we ran the ball well."
Gary Anderson--gained--57- yards on 16 carries,
including TD runs of 2, 3 and 2 yards before
42,592 fans in Tampa Stadium.
Marcus Dupree ran for 104 yards for the
Breakers, but, as Coach Dick (bury said, "The
turning point was in the beginning of the second
half. We fumbled twice. You just can't do that
against a good team."
Gunslingers 30, Federals 14
Quarterback Rick Neuheisel of the Gunslingers, having his best day since his four-TD performance for UCLA in the Rose Bowl against Illinois, hit 16 of 25 passes for 213 yards and scores
of 4 yards to Joey Hackett and 5 yards to Mark
Rush, who also ran 1 yard for a TD.
San Antonio is 5-8 and the Feds 2-11, two
reasons there were 6,159 fans in sun-splashed
RFK Stadium — and 6,526 no-shows. •
Invaders29,Showboats 14
,
Fred Besana passed for 259 yards and two
touchdowns and sneaked for a TD to lead the Invaders past Memphis.
"We have a 'lot better balance now than
earlier, and there are just more guys for me to
throw to," Besana said. "We're using a lot of
play action, too, and we understand the plays
better," he said.
Stars 45, Bulls 12
Chuck Fusina threw for a career-high 302
yards and three touchdowns for Philadelphia,
which maintained the USFL's best record at 12-1.
"We're over the hump now and we're going to
be tough to beat from here on out," Arizona
Coach George Allen said after Greg Landry
threw two touchdown passes and the Wranglers
turned three Gold turnovers into 21 points.

STATE QUALIFIERS
— (Top photo) Murray
High senior Mark Boggess cleared 6-foot-4 to
capture the substate
championship in the
high jump. During this
jump he barely tipped
the bar with his thigh in
an attempt to set the
new substate record at
6-5 Vt. (Left) George
Moore, also an MHS
senior, makes an inside
move to lead the pack in
the 1600 'meter run.
Moore qualified lor the
state in two events —
the 1600 meter run
where he placed second
and the 300 meter run
which he won. Trailing
the pack in this photo is
Murray sophomore
Jason Billington who
• later won the 2-mile run.
(Bottom photo) MHS
senior Tommy Wagner
takes the lead for good
as he sprints away from
his competition coming
out of the final turn of
the 400 meter run.
Photos by Jim Rector

WE'RE OPEN
MON DAY-THURSDAY
SPECIALS
MURRAY AUTO PARTS NOW HAS A
NORTHSIDE STORE AS WELL AS OUR
MAIN STORE AT 605 MAPLE.
FEATURING
QUALITY

WATCH FOR OUR
GRAND OPENING
COMING SOON!

At the end of four
games, 1890's not only
protects a perfect 4-0
lead, but has sole
possession of first place
in the Murray-Calloway
County Baseball
Association Little
League standings.
The only undefeated

Above Include Slaw, Hushpuppies, Potato.
Salad Bar 99' With Dinner

.

A 5 Oz. Steak With 10 Gulf Shrimp
Served With House Salad, Roll. Potato

Country Dinner
Plate

We'd like to have the wooftunity to show you what we
mean with quality protection and service Callus
today.

$359

as we have been in some
By JIM RECTOR
-of those events."
Sporti Editor
One disappointment
FORT CAMPBELL,
Ky. — Four Murray was the mile relay team
High athletes , qualified that ran a full five
for the state track meet seconds slower than its
in five events by placing regional qualifying
first or second at Satur- time. Also, Dwayne
day's substate meet at Gammons, discus and
Fort Campbell.
shot qualifier, didn't
The host Falcons won qualify in either event
the team substate title against the substate
with 109 total points, competition.
out-distancing the runIn the discus, his best
nerup Murray squad event where he holds the
whieh had 78. Trigg MHS record, Gammons
County, the defending had trouble early with
state champ, scored 68 two throws going out-ofpoints for third place. bounds and the other
The substate competi- falling far short of his
tion included represen- best distance of more
tatives from 22 schools. than 148 feet.
Among the Murray
But for the most part,
state qualifiers was Harrell was satisfied
George Moore, who with his team's results.
placed first in the 800
The 800 meter relay
meter run and second in team of James Kendall,
the 1600 meter rtm; Rodney Skinner, MarMark Boggess, who cus Cavitt and John
placed first
the high McFeron posted its best
jump by clearing time of the season
6 -foot -4 ; Tommy although finishing third
Wagner, first in the 400 in the substate.
meter run; and Jason
Senior Andy Parks
Billington, first in the placed third overall in
3200 meters.
the high jump and fifth
Of the qualifiers, Bill- In the high hurdles.
ington is a sophomore
Junior Diana Ridley,
and the other three are the only. Lady Tiger to
seniors.
qualify, placed fifth in
Although MHS Coach the shot.
Jimmy Harrell was
The winners for MHS
pleased with the efforts captured most of their
of his qualifiers, he was awards with little or no
somewhat disappointed close competition.
that the Tigers only
Boggess had to rely on
qualified in five events. his final attempt at 6-4
"We were shooting for to eliminate his final
qualifying in at least competitor — Don
seven so we would have Overstreet of St. Mary's
a shot at the team title — who failed on all three
in the state meet," Har- of his attempts. Then
rell said."We did well in Boggess missed on
the events we won, but three close attempts to
some of our other guys set a new substate
just didn't do well at all. record at 6-5 %.
I'm not sure if it was the
Tommy Wagner ran
hot weather or what, but away with the 400 meter
we just weren't as good run, taking the lead on
the back stretch and
then pulling away by
about 25 yards after the
final turn to finish far
ahead of his closest
competitor. His winning
time was 50.4.
In the distance events,
Moore's 2:01.5 clocking
gave him first in the 800
meter run only a few
minutes after he placed
second in the 1600 meter
race. Billington was
third behind Moore in
the 1600 but the
sophomore harrier
bounced back for a victory in the two-mile run
where he had the best
qualifying run in the
regional competition.
The state meet will be
held in Lexington,
Saturday, with field
events starting atAllikon-rn.
and running events
beginning at 10 a.m.

team in the six-team
league, 1890's continued
its winning ways Friday
with a 16-11 triumph
over Druthers.
Four pitchers saw duty for 1890's in the win
including Bill Fandrich,
Doug Payne, Tony
Patrick and Jonathan
Burkeen.
Burkeen also helped
out offensively with a
double and two singles,.
T.J. Gradisher added a
home run and a single
and Fandrich doubled
during the win. Craig
Schwettman led
Druthers (6-4) with
three singles, teammate
Tony Adkins added a
pair of hits and David

I.K.T. Auto Ports

Choice of Meat N' Three Vegetables

MURRAY AUTO PARTS

NORTHSIDE (NEXT TO JOE SMITH'S CARPET) 641 NORTH
NORTH STORE
753-7771
OPEN 7 AM-8 PM
MON-SAT
1 PM-6 PM SUN

MAIN STIVE
605 MAPLE
753-4424

Potts contributed a
triple.
In the other Friday
game, D&W Auto Parts
led from start to finish
in a 10-3 decision over
FOP.
_
Chad Bazzell and
Mike Kelso pitched the
win while Andy
Rickman smashed a triple and a single and Jon
Wilson had a pair of
singles. For FOP, Mike
Brock had a double.
The standings, after
two weeks of the
15-game regular season,
show 1890's on top, 4-0;
Hutson Chemical second, 3-1; Pagliat's and
D&W tied for third, 2-2;
FOP fifth, 1-4: and
Druthers sixth, 0-4.

Come See Us...

We'll fix you up

Seven Seas
Restaurant

Dan McNutt
Southsode
Court Sq
753-445 1
Mato Auto
Insuranc•
Comparffips

67

504 Moak St. Murray

753-4461

(Across from the First Methodist Cherch)
Weekdays

me

IMO

Mil

7-5 Saturday 8-3

"- air•

••10fr's '

_
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•
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Class AA Substate competition:

Calloway track to send five to state; .
Lakers qualify three, Lady Lakers two
OWENSBORO, Ky. Five Calloway County
High School track
members qualified for
the state Class AA meet
in Lexington next
Saturday.
Three of the CCHS
members to qualify
were on the Laker boys
squad and two were
from the Lady Laker
team.
Todd Albritton
cleared 6-foot-6 to win
the boys high jump at
.the substate meet at
Owensboro last Saturday. The Laker senior
also placed sixth in the
400 meter run.
Another CCHS senior,
Darrell Harris,
SUBSTATE QUALIFIERS - Calloway County qualified 11 members of its 1984
boys track team for
the substate meet in Owensboro, Ky., last Saturday and three of those qualified for the
state meet next
weekend. The substate qualifiers included (kneeling, from left) Mark Charlton, Richard
Dowdy, Timmy Manning, Tim Torsak, Tony Ray,(standing,from left) state qualifier Darrell
Harris,state qualifier
Barry Knight, Glenn Brandon, Jay Herndon, state qualifier Todd Albritton, and
Coach Stan Simmons.
Not pictured, Mark Thorn.

qualified in the 800
meter run by placing
second.
Junior Barry Knight
was the third CCHS
qualifier. He placed
first in the 1600 meter
run with a winning time
of 4:38.2. Knight also
barely missed qualifying in the 3200 meter run
where he placed third
overall.
The Lakers finished
fourth overall as a team
with 52% points.
Paducah Tilghman was
first with, 151, followed
by Bowling Green, 84%,
and Ra rrpn County, 63.

The Lady Lakers will
send two girls tO the
state meet in Lexington
as Amberly Moss won
the high jump with her
5-foot-4 effort and Marcia Grimes placed second in the 200 meter
dash.
Kris Miller came
close to qualifying in
two events with her 3rd
place finish in the 100
meter hurdles and 4th in
the 300 meter hurdles.
As a team, the CCHS
girls finished in 7th
place with 31 total
points. Union County

won the girls Class AA
title with 73 - 10 points:
better than runnerup.
Webster County and 12
better than third place
Paducah 'Tilghman.
Grimes also had a third in the 40Q meter
run and Connie Ross
came in 5th in the 1600
meter run.Among the Lakers
who came close to qualifying were Glenn Brandon, fourth in both the
shot and discus;
Richard Dowdy, fourth
in 110 hurdles; and Tim
Torsak, fifth in 110
hurdles.

SCOREBOARD

NBA fines
Portland
Trail Blazers

For Life "
-a goodne'gbsw

State Farm .5',1erf,

Insurance,
check with
State Farm.

NEW YORK (AP) •Permanent Life.
The Portland Trail
•Term Life.
Blazers were fined
Stale Farm Ole Insurance Company
'Universal Life.
Home Office Bloomington Illonors
$250,000 by the National
Basketball Association
today for illegally making indirect contact with
college basketball stars
National Hockey League
Patrick Ewing and
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Detroit at California, inr
STANLEY CUP FINALS
, EAST DIVISION
Akeem Olajuwon.
New York at Seattle. In •
Thursday, May 10
W
L
Pct
GS
Baltimore
at Oakland. in ,
NBA Commissioner
Edmonton L N.Y. Islanders 0
Saturday, May 12
David J. Stern said he
Toronto
14
24
632 8%
NATIONAL LEAGUE
N Y Islanders 6. Edmonton 1
Baltimore
18
22
560 11%
EAST ENVISION
found that represenTuesday, May 15
Milwaukee
19
18
486 14
W
L
Pct
GB
Edmonton 7. N Y Islanders 2
tatives of the Blazers
Cleveland
15
429 HI
20
Chicago
23
15
606 Thursday, May 17
Boston
17
23
425 UPS
Philadelphia 22 16
had met both with Ew579
1
Edmonton 7, N.Y. Islanders 2
New York
hi
421 16%
22
New York
20 16 .556 2
Saturday, May 19,,,
ing's coadh, John
WEST DIVISION
St.
LOuls
21
20
512 34
Edmonton 5, N.Y. Islanders 2,
Callfonda
-23
548 19
Montreal
Thompson, and with Edmonton wins
20 20 .500 4
Stanley Cup 4-1
Minnesota
21
512 14. 'Pittsburgh
20
13
22
.371
84,
"friends of Olajuwon."
Chicago
19 21
475 3
WEST DIVISION
He ruled, however, that
IP 22 .463 Alia_-,Los 4ngsiew--1M---4.--1186-r--- SfAtile•
Oakland
18 23
439 4%
Atlanta
21
18 '.248 1 .
the Blazers "did not
Kansas City
22
14
389 6
San Diego
21
19
525 14
conduct any contract
Texas
15 25
975 7
Oneinnati
30 20
500 2%
Saturday's
Games
Houston
15
24
339'7
negotiations and engagToronto 1. Chicago 0
San Francisco 14 25
359 8
NBA Rayon Glance
ed only in general
California 4, New York 0
Saturdays Games
Conference Finals
Detroit
5.
Oakland
4
Chicago
5.
Houston
4
discussions of NBA
(Best of Seven)
Seattle 6, Baltimore 5, 10 innings
Philadelphia 6. San Francisco 2
EASTERN CONFERENCE
procedures."
Milwaukee 3. Cleveland 0
Atlanta 4. Pittsburgh 2. 7 innings
Milwaukee vs. Boston
Kansas City 6, Texas 2
rain
The ruling followed a
Tuesday, May 15
Minnesota 7, Boston 0
St. Louis 9, Cincinnati 1
hearing based on
Boston III. Milwaukee 06
Sunday's Games
San Diego 8. New York 3
Thursday,
May
17
Detroit 4, Oakland 3
'reports that Olajuwon
Lou Angeles 5, Montreal 1
Boston 125. Milwaukee 110
Chicago 3, Toronto 0
Sunday's Games
already had agreed on a
Saturday, May 19
California 3, New York 0
Atlanta 5. Pittsburgh 1
Boston 109, Milwaukee 100,
Baltimore 5, Seattle 1
contract with Portland,
St Louis 3. Cincinnati 2
Boston leads series 3-0
Boston 5, 114,14930sota 4
Chicago 10. Houston 3
which will flip a coin
Monday. May 21
Cleveland 3. Milwaukee, 2
Philadelphia 7. San Francisco 4
Boston at Milwaukee
with the Houston
Telma/1, Kansas City 2
New York 4, San Diego 2. 10
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Monday's Games
_
Ftccekets to determine
Phoenix vs. Los Angeles
Minnesota(Hodge 1-1) at Toronto
Los Angeles 3. Montreal 2
Saturday. May 12
who has first choice in
(Alexander 2.1)
Mendwys Gant
BSTATE QUALIFIERS - Calloway County sent 12 members of its 1984
Los Angeles 110, Phoenix 94
Clirroland (Farr 0-1) at Boston
Houston (Ryan 441 at St Louis
Lady Laker track team to the June 19 NBA draft.
Tuesday. May 15
(Eckersley 3-41. (n)
the substate meet in Owensboro, Ky., on Saturday. Of the 12, two
• Forsch 0-3), n •
The coin toss,
qualified for the state meet next
Los Angeles 118. Phoenix 102
Chicago (Bannister 24) at KanOnly game scheduled
weekend. The 12 qualifiers to the substate included, (kneeling, from
Friday. May 18
gas City (Curs 5-1 o, in)
left) Amy Pyle, Jeanette Guerin, originally scheduled for
Tuesday's Games
Phoenix 138. Los Angeles 127, OT
Pam Torsak, Shanna Tabors and Kris Miller, (standing, from left)
Only games scheduled
Atlanta at Chicago
state qualifier Amberly Moss, Tina May 10, was postponed
Sunday. May 20
Tuesday's Games
San Diego at Montreal. in.
Chandler, Connie Ross, state qualifier Marcia Grimes and Coach Linda
Las Angeles 126, Phoenix 113, Los
Minnesota at Taranto,(n)
DeVoss. Not pictured are Kim to give Stern time to inSan Francisco at New York. n
Angeles leads series 3-1
Hopkins, Angie Halley and Tina Jackson.
Cleveland at Boston,(n)
Los Angeles at Philadelphia. in
vestigate the allegaWednesday, May 23
Milwaukee at Texas.(n)
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh. in
Phoenix at Los Angeles
tions. Stern has
Chicago at Kansas City,(n)
Houston at St Louis. • n •
rescheduled the toss for
Wednesday at 11 a.m.
EDT in the NBA offices.
Olajuwon, the 7-foot
Nigerian who led the
United States Footbaa League
Friday's Game
EASTERN CONFERENCE
University of Houston
Birmingham 41. Chicago 7
Atlantic
A team captained by
Saturday'aGe
mes
Muehleman. Playing Graham and Virgil the NCAA finals the past
T Pct Pf PA
Oakland 29. Memphis 14
Richard Knight and
with him were Steve Dick.
Philadelphia
two years, announced
12 1
O
923 363 152
Ptdtadelphia 48. Jacksonville 12
New Jersey
9 3 O
madg up of Don Robin760 305 208
Arizona 41, Denver 6
Mazurka, Bob Diers and
138 - (69-69) Lynn last month he would
Pittsburgh
2 10 O
167 199 366
Sunday's Games
son, Jerry Jones and
Max Oliver.
Sullivan, captain, pass up his senior year
Washington
2 11
O
154 104 352
Houston 31. Oklahoma 12
Chuckalo Roberts won
Southern
Tied with them at the Howard Steely, Jim to turn pro. The 7-1 EwSan Antonio 30! Washington 14
Birmingham
11
2 O
846 387 206
Tampa Bay 31. New Orleans 20
the first annual Interend of the 36-holes were Berry and Don Nelson.
i n g , who led
Tampa Bay
10 3 O
760 357 253
LoS Angeles 24. Michigan 17
City Scramble golf tourNew Orleans
the teams captained by
8 5 O
615 362 273
138 - (68-70) Raz Georgetown to the naMonday's Game
Memphis
5 8 O
385 222 303
Pittsburgh at New Jersey
nament at the Murray
Nicky Ryan, Tim Villanova, captain, tional title this season, Jacksonville
4 9 O
306 248 320
Friday, May 25
Country Club with a
Garland and Eddie Johnny Gingles, Tom- has said he will stay in
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Tampa Bay at Memphis
Central
16-under-par 128 for th
Jacksonville
Houston
at
Clees.
my Latimer and Jerry school.
'Houston
8 5 0
615 424 331
Denver at San Antonio
two-day, 36-hole event.
Playin with Ryan McCallon.
Michigan
Stern said in a state7 6 0
538 297 273
Saturday. May 26
Oklahoma
6 7 6
The winners posted a
303
462
354
were Dave Severns,
Arizona at Los Angeles
139 - (72-67) Charlie ment that he hoped the
San Antonio
5 8 0
385
243
202
Oklahoma
Oakland
at
seven-under-par 65 after
Neal Patterson and Hargrove, captain, Rick fine would serve as a
Chicago
4 9 0
308 279 351
Sunday. May 27
Saturday's round and
Pacific
Jerry Berry. Garland's Jones, Donnie AleX- warning to NBA teams
Birmingham at New Orleans
Denver
7
6
0
263
538
302
Washington
Pittsburgh
at
improved this by two
team included Burton ander and Phil not to contact college
Arizona
6 7 0
462 331 208
Philadelphia at Michigan
Loa Angeles
strokes Sunday for 63
6 7 0
Young, Dr. John McKnelly.
462 229 271
players who have reMonday. May 28
Oakland
4
9
0
162
308
268
New Jersey at Chicago
and their 128 total.
ped to a 68 Saturday for Quertermous and Lindy
140 - (72-68) Johnny maining college
Four strokes behind its.132 total.
Suiter, while Bill Par- McCage, captain, Al eligibility.
was the team captained
Four teams tied for sons, Dean Alexander Jones, Dan Morris and
"While I found that
by Jimmy Lamb and third place, forcing a and John Boyer played Joe Barnett.
Portland acted in good
made up of Clayton playoff after all had with Clees.
For the tournament faith aril without inten- 524 Main
759-9888
Hargrove, Dwayne finished with 135.
The remaining teams the players were rated tion to violate the
Gibbs and Sam Jones.
Winning the playoff and their scores were:
A, B, C and D by a (NBA)by-laws ... I hav,e
Tied for the lead at the with a birdie four on the
136 - (68-68) Johnny special committee and determined that a violaend of play Saturday first hole INKS the team Quertermous, captain, each team was compris- tion occurred in this
with a 64, this team slip- captained by Tom Buddy Parker, David ed of a player from each case."
category by a blind
Stern also ruled that
draw.
the Rockets had not
More than $3,000 in violated the by-laws. He
cash and merchandise said they had met with
BALTIMORE (AP)- as 12, according to Bel- the gate at Churchill was distributed among Olajuwon's advisers in
Gate Dancer came out mont Park spokesman Downs, he rallied to the winners- in the the belief that they
of his Preakness victory Steve Schwartz.
finish fourth, but was tourney which, officials would provide a letter
in fine shape.
Gate Dancer, who had disqualifed to fifth for hope, will become the indicating that Olaannual season-opening juwon had renounced
On Sunday,.however, never won a stakes interference.
there was a scratch on before, holds the
Van Berg said golf activity for Murray his eligibility.
a
---eountry Club.
"When the advisers
his nose, apparently the dubious distinction of Pimlico General
Participants were did not produce 'such a
result of a postrace being the first horse Manager Chick Lang
brush with something.
ever disqualified in the talked him into running members of MCC, Oaks letter, Houston declined
• Porter paints go on easier,
"It might be from Kentucky Derby. After the colt in the Preakness Country Club and the to go forward with the
cover better and last longer.
.
a
drinking too much stumbling coming out of because he expected a Frances E. Miller meeting," the NBA'said
Memorial Course.
in a statement.
champagne," said
•
small field.
• Porter whiti
ir
g iet
whiter
•
trainer Jack Van Berg
and colors
the day after Gate
Dancer set a Pimlico
•Porter is the paint chosen
track record in captur•
4
ing the $338,600
by professional painting
The Bluegrass State has
Preakness Stakes on
contractors.
120 counties and 69.000
Saturday.
miles of roads. To travel
We are now offering a joint fare with Allegheny ComVan Berg now is poin- and
• Porter "Colors-Century Ill"
find the opportunities
ting the Florida-bred
muter (Air Kentucky) via Nashville to Louisville for
It has to offer-land, lakes,
System offers hundreds of colorpossibektie
colt to the June 9 Bel- streams, forests or wilcpife
$93.00
each
way.
Now
you
can
make
your
Lciuisvi
lle
mont Stakes, a 114-mile -county maps are vital.
trip in one day,'with the flexibility of three good conA county Map book is
6nduranca test which
Store Hours
coujd draw as few as available. AU 120 maps-one
77:.0000:62::00
nection
s
each
exampl
way.
One
e:
of each coin:ay-together
five horses or as mahy with indeit,to
communities
.Dui4,11t MU1ld
,
- 6:40 am ,
•
and .other information are
Atuve
Louisvil
n
this
le
136 page book. To
10;05 am
Pipes &
order Kentucky County
Accessories
6:50 pm
Maps book, with its large
Bolding Sep*
15 Blends of
22x16 inch double spread
Arrive Murr,i •
.
8:20
prrr
size pages. send $10.70-to:
Pipe Tobacco
SOO S. 4th 753-6450
Let us same you time and money on your next
County Maps.- Attn: IJack
The Smoke Shoppe
Quality MatiwielseFelr Prices
K Kennedy. 610 Briar Cliff.
trip. Call us at 489-2199 or see your travel agent.
610 S 4th St
•Prompt Service
Frankfort, KY 40601

Hockey

Major League Baseball

Basketball

Scramble tees off local golf season

USFL Weekend Roundup

Knight team wins first Inter-City Tourney

Larry Krouse Insurance

4rs

Gate Dancer triumphs in Preakness

Porter quality
means better value.
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120 County
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New Home Health Service
available through hospital

OBITU RIE
A

J.B. Evans

Father of Binford dies

dies; funeral
Wednesday

Robert A. 4 Bob Binford, father of Dr.
Bailey Binford of Murray, died Friday at noon
at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
He was 76 years of age
and a resident of 408
Third St., Fulton. He
was a retired druggist
and co-owner of Evans

J.B. Evans, 57, 1411
Walnut St., Benton, died
sometime between 2 and
6 a.m. on Sunday while
sleeping on a barge,
owned by the Louis Ige rt Towing Co. of
Paducah, on the Tennessee River near
Jasper. Tenn.
Coroner Herman Hall
of Marion County,
Tenn., said his death
was from cardiac arrest Hall, a deck hand
on .the boat, had talked
with some of the crew
about 2 a.m. before going to sleep.
Mr. Evans. a veteran
of World War II, was a
member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church in
Calloway County and of
Signet Lodge No. 555
Free and Accepted
Masons, Livonia, Mich.
Born Aug. 4, 1926, in
Calloway County. he
was the son of the late
Leon Evans and Bessie
Ross Evans.
Survivors include one
son, Richard Evans and
wife, Margaret, and one
grandson, Ricky Evans,
Warren, Mich.; his
fiancee, Euple Atkins,
1666 Calloway. Murray
"two sisters, Mrs. Brent
Wes). Williams, Rt. 2.
Hazel, and Mrs. R.C.
t Betty
Allen. Knoxville, Tenn.; one
brother, Donnie Evans,
Paducah..
•

The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. _in
the chapel of Max Churchill Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in
the Green Plain
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 5
p.m. today Monday.(

_
.
,

R.C. iCletus Ward dies

Drug Store at Fulton.
Mr. Binford was a
member of Trinity
Episcopal Church and a
former member of the
Fulton Lions Club. Born
Aug. 11, 1907 in Fulton
County, he was the son
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Charles W. Binford.
Survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Louise Huddleston Binford; two
sons, Dr. Binford of
Murray and Charles W.
Binford of Fulton; one
brother, Chuck Binford
Final rites for Mrs. of Fulton; six grandPearl Edwards were children. A sister, Mrs.
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the Sara Johnson, is
chapel of Blalock - deceased.
The funeral was SunColeman Funeral
day at 2 p.m. in the
Home.
Harold Irvan and R.B. chapel of Hornbeak
Barton officiated. The Funeral Home, Fulton.
song service was by The Rev. Lloyd
singers from .the Almo Johnston will officiate.
Burial will be in the
Church of Christ, where
she was a member, with Greenlea Cemetery.
Hoyt Cleaver, Jr., as
director.
Pallbearers were
Mrs. Rosezella
Barry Edwards, Outland, 78, died SaturBridges Lynn Holland, day at 7:15 a.m. at
Kenneth Starks, Glen Laguna Hills, Calif.,
Starks, H.L. Riley and where 'she had been
Dale Phillips.
residing for the past few
Burial was in the Mur- years. She was a former
ray City Cemetery.
resident of Pottertown
Mrs_ Edwards. 87, Rt. In Calloway County.
2. Murray, died SaturThe deceased had
day at 12:30 a.m. at worked closely with her
Murray-Calloway Coun- hustand, Dr. J.A.
ty Hospital. Born April Outland, who died in
13, 1897, in Calloway August 1956, while he
County, she was the served for many years
daughter of the late as the Calloway County
John R. Bridges and Health Doctor. She and
Martha* Ann Cox the late Virginia Irvan
Bridges.
Dixon, R.N., were
She is survived by her known for their services
husband, Carl Edwards, with Dr. Outland to the
to whom she was mar- many school students
ried on Jan. 30,1926; one and residents of Murray
daughter, Mrs. Dorys and Calloway County.
Norsworthy, and one
Mrs. Outland had
son, Donald Edwards, served as president of
both of Murray; three the Murray Business
grandchildren, Barry and Professional
Edwards, Ricky Ed- Women's Club, as past
wards and Mrs. Becky director of First District
Phillips; three Feat- of Kentucky Federation
grandchildren.
of Homemakers Clubs,
One son, J.C. Ed- and as a district officer
wards, died in 1972.
of the United Methodist

Mrs. Edwards'
funeral rites
held Sunday

R.C. (Cletus) Ward,
83, 900 North 18th St.,
Murray, died Saturday
at 11:30 p.m. at his
home.
A retired floor
finisher, he was a
member of Story's
Chapel United
Methodist Church and of
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons.
Born July 14, 1900, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Ben Ward and Nora
Bridges Ward.
He is survived by his
wife;'Mrs. Viola Hutchens Ward, to whom he
was married on June 16,
1977; several cousins including Otho Ward of
Lexington.
The funeral will be
Tuesday a 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The

Rev. Calvin Clark and
the Rev. Mark MWalIon
will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be
organist and soloist.
Active pallbearers
will be Gene Jourden,
Steve Jeffrey, Robert
Jeffrey, Michael Keel,
Joe Parker and IdeLee
Hutchens.
Honorary pallbearers
will be Archie Fuller,
Houston Miller, Hugh
Melugin, Lowry Parker,
James B. Ramsey,Oury
Bennett, Burie Suiter
and J.D. Rogers.
Burial will follow in
the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the turral home after 4
p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Rosezella Outland dies Services held
Women.
She was a member of
the Magazine Club,
Calloway County
Medical Auxiliary,
Eastern Star Chapter,
Pottertown
Homemakers Club and
the Alpha and Home
Departments of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Born June 18, 1905, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Hood Hopson and
Mellie Witty Hopson.
Survivors include one
sister, Mrs. Mary E.
Moore, Rt. 6, Murray;
three brothers, Gil Hopson, Rt. 5, Murray,Pass
Hopson, Rt. 6, Murray,
and John T. Hopson,
Woodland, Wash.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in
the Outland Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 4
p.m. Tuesday.

. G
hi

Sunday for
Mrs. Paschall
Services for Mrs.
Carlene Paschall were
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The
Rev. Eddie Young officiated. Mrs. Oneida
White was organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers were
Rudy Lovett, Bobby G.
Starks, Bobby Paschall,
Parvin Miller, Rheamond Wright and Mark
Paschall.
Burial was in the-Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Paschall, /0, Rt.
4, Murray, died Thursday at 10:20 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, Hafford
Paschall; one daughter,
Mrs. Yvonne New; one
son, Don E. Paschall
and wife, Carolyn; two
sisters, Mrs. Fred
Hughes and Mrs. Robert
Stewart; one brother,
Lake Hall; eight grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.

CHUCK
STEAK

79
_
1 19
1 79

Now Only

LB.

SUPER TEND11;
BONELESS CHUCK

BIG JOHN'S WHOLE

Hog market
report listed

Federal-State Market News Service
Monday. May 21. 1994.
Kentucky Purchawe Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act. 791 Est 500 narrows
& Gilts .75 lower Sows steady 1 lower
$48.75.49.25
IS 1-2 210-240 lbs.
few 49.50
$47.7546.75
US 2 200-210 lbs
210-250
I'S 2
lbs
$48 25.48.75
947•26-46.25
I.'S 2-3 280-1.70 Rol
Sows
338.00-40.00
US 1.2 270-350 lbs
$39.00-41.50
US 1 3 300 450 lbs
few 42.00
341.00-43.50
US 134,50.500 lbs
243.00-45.50
, L'S 1-3 500-650 lbs
$39003900
I'S 2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars $34 .35

$7,95 With Coupon
(Reg.$12.95)

K mart Collection Includes
2-8x10s,3-5x7s and 15 wallets.

FITZ

LARGE FLORIDA SLICING

TOMATOES

LB.

39

EXTRA SAVINGS WITH FILLED CERTIFICATE
.

SUGAR

39c- 89c

DOZ.
WITH 1 FILLED
CERTIFICATE

WITH 1 FILLED
CERTIFICATE

NORTH
5-214
4AK7 2
•Q7 3
•8 5 4
K 92
WEST
EAST
+654
•Q J 109
•2
•J 1094
•K QJ 6
•A 1073
4J 08
+6
+83
A K 86 5
•92
4AQ5 4

•

TIDE •
$ 1 59
49 OZ.
WITH 1 FILLED
CERTIFICATE
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Vulnerable: Both. Dealer.
South. The bidding:
South
111
24
4'

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

North

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

311
Pass

Opening lead: Diamond
king
Lead with The Aces
„South holds:

5-21-B

•K 410 43
97 2
•A 6 3
+85
West
1*
24
3 NT

North
Pass
Pass
Pass

Te
at
op
en
tri
•19I
of
frt
by
foi
co

East
14
2 NT
Pass

South
Pass
Pass
Pass

ANSWER:- Spade four. East
will have at least four
spades. Lead low and root
for partner to have the jack
or the ace.

eattive-c%,
iverkTront
Proudly presents

6/ 12 OZ. BOTTLES

EGGS

discards while South wins
and South's last club is
ruffed in dummy. This is
overruffed of course, but
with a trump trick that East
was bound to score in any
event. South now has his 10
tricks for game and rubber.

Paducah, KY.

ROOT BEER...

PURE 5 LB.

In the play of today's
heart game, declarer failed
to protect his known
winners. And instead of
scoring game and rubber.
the defenders scored a one
down.
South ruffed the third diamond and played the ace
and queen of trumps to get
the bad news. The only hope
left was to win three top
clubs and a club ruff in
dummy, so South cashed his
club ace and led a club to
dummy's king. East ruffed
and returned a trump, and
South was left with only
nine tricks.
South was right about the
need to win four club tricks.
However, he did nothing to
protect dummy's club king
from being ruffed.
After the ace and queen of
trumps have revealed a natural trump loser, South
should cash dummy's club
king and lead a club past
East's known trump holding. It does no good for East
to ruff, so East discards
while South wins an honor.
Dummy's high spades are
cashed and another club is
led past East's trumps. East.

CO

of
Ui

BOBBY WOLFF

Bob Green's

GALLON

GRADE A MEDIUM

"If you don't know where
you are going, you will probably end up somewhere
eke." — Laurencef Peter.

th
at

ty
of
in
so

is

$

MILK

complete their recovery
from surgery or an illness in the confines of
their home.
They can go home
sooner from the
hospital, thereby reducing the cost of their
hospitalization. They
can continue their
recovery in the comfort
of their home. There is
less interruption of normal family activities,
and it costs much less
then hospitalization,
since charges are on a
per-visit basis.
All the support services available at the
hospital are available
through the home health
service, she pointed out,
services such as speech
and physical therapy,
medical social services,
medical supplies and
the use of medical appliances, to name a few.
To qualify for the new
service, Mrs. Spratt
continued, a patient
must be under the care
of a physician, adding
that the physician
prepares in writing the
prescribed home care
program to be followed.
Patients also must be
Calloway County
residents, homebound
— although not
necessarily bedridden,
and need intermittent
care.
A patient's age is of no
consequence, she said,
since qualification
depends on individual
circumstances.
The service is paid for
by the patient or the
family on a per-visit
basis, or by Medicare or
Medicaid programs,
provided the patient is
qualified for this
assistance, as well as
other ptivate insurance
agencies or groups.

THE ACES®

nrivrinrinnrin
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$

LB.

Mr. Thweatt, 78, 1656
Ryan Ave., Murray,
died Friday at 9:30 p.m.
at his home. A retired
_farmer, he also had
retired after 20 years
service with a pottery
company at Mayfield.
Born Dec. 10, 1905, in
'
Marshall County, he
Shirley Spratt
was the son of the late
Edgar Thweatt and Ber- evaluation and followup efforts of a physitha Sullivan Thweatt.
cian, the hospital and
Survivors include his the home health
wife, Mrs. Eunice program. ,
Mason Thweatt, to
Directing it will be
whom he was married Mrs. Shirley Spratt, a
on July 4, 1926; one registered nurse and for
dnighter, Mrs. Ervin seven years an instruc(Knna) Arant, Murray; tor in the Department of
two sons, Dayton Nursing at Murray
Brooks Thweatt, Mur- State University. A resiray, and James Larry dent of Murray and
Thweatt, Rt. 1, Murray; Calloway County since
one sister, Mrs. Police 1969, she came to the
Ayers, St. Louis, Mo.; hospital's staff from a
eight grandchildren; teaching position at the
nine great- Murray Vocational
grandchildren.
School.,
The home health service, Mrs. Spratt points
out, has several significant advantages for patients physically able to

With $5 off
you can brag
aboutthe
price too.

AD GOOD MONDAY/TUESDAY MAY 21-22
WHOLE BOSTON
BUTTS SLICED
INTO
PORK STEAKS

A new dimension in
health care is now
available to Murray and
Calloway County
residents — the new
Home Health Service is
operational at MurrayServices for Elburn B.
Calloway County
Thweatt were Sunday at
Hospital.
3:30 p.m. in the chapel
Through the new
of Blalock-Coleman
department, patients
Funeral Home. The
will be able to receive
Rev. Steve Cavitt of-,
skilled nursing and
ficiated. Mrs. Oneida
other health services in
White was organist and
their homes through the
soloist.
coordinated planning,
Pallbearers were
Steve Arant, Brent Morris, Jr., Terry Thweatt,
David Thweatt, Raymond Musser, Franklin
Ayers and Scott Mason.
Burial was in the
Brewers Cemetery in
Marshall County.

E.B. Thweatt
funeral rites
held Sunday

For children of all ages

THE MEAT PEOPLE
PORK
STEAK

f_ •

A New Era In
Showroom Entertainment

Coupon

F

$5off

RN.

once

Present this coupon to our photogrepher with 95t deposit on your
portrait collection. One coupon per family. Not vaiid with any other offer Poses our selection $1 sitting fee for each additional subject in
same portrait Satisfaction or your money back Offer valid only on
dates and at locations listed.

These Days Only:
May 22 Tuesday, 23 Wednesday,
24 Thursday, 25 Friday, 26
Saturday.
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Hwy. 641 N. Murray
•

aptir
eruc=m

THE PORTAAIT PLACE
littomaiummumummumummullifinimmumu

May 25-26

June 22-23

MICKEY GILLEY

AL MARTINO

$26.25 Dinner & Show
815.75 Show Only

818.00 Dinner & Show
$7.50 Show Only

June 15-16
GRAND OPENING

JIM.NABORS
$21.00 Dinner & Show
$10.50 Show Only
a
June 1-2
.

June 8-9

BUDDY GRECO
' $18.00 Dinner & Show
$7.50 Show Only
June 29-30

TRILLY COLE .

FABIAN,,DIAMONDS
'AND DEE CLARK

$15.75 Dinner & Show
$525 Show Only

$21.00 Dinner & Show
$10.50 Show Only

Box Office Open 9-9 M-F
Showtimes 8 & 10:30,p.m.

9-5 Sat
502-443
;
8000
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Scott's achievements were many in 35 years at MSU
Arlie Scott, de, native of and has served as one of the ad.
Webster County, is retiring from 'risers since it was initiated.
the Department of Agriculture
Scott started the MSU
at Murray State University after Agriculture-FFA Field Day in
completing 35 years (1949-1981.) 1952 which has served as a
of uninterrupted .pervice to the model and has been copied by
University.
other universities throughout
Many developments have Kentucky where agriculture is
come about under his leader- taught. The Field Day has
ship. He established Alpha Gam- 'brought more than 18,000 high
ma Rho agriculture fraternity, school students to the Murray
formed the MSU Alpha Gamma State campus.
Rho Alumni Association Inc.,
As adviser to the Agriculture
and was instrumental in the pur- Club, he started, in 1952, a prochase of the Beale estate which gram for recognition of the
is the home of the Alpha-Omega outstanding graduating senior.
Chapter of the fraternity.
With him as adviser, a viable
Scott served as adviser to the
MSU Agriculture Alumni
fraternity from the beginning in
Association has evolved that
1959 to 1971 and secretary- established the A. Carman-MSU
treasurer of the corporation. He
Agriculture Alumni Scholarship
furnished much of the leader- fund from which the alumni
ship that led to the establish- award three scholarships
ment of_ Alpha zeta, an annually.
_
agriculture honorary fraternity,
Scott is a distinguished

"the" judge. Through his efforts, the first graded hog sale in
Kentucky was started in
Mayfield.
Scott has served the youth of
Kentucky for 35 years as a
volunteer leader, as chairman of
the 4-H and FFA steer show and
carcass contest and is currently
serving on the state, area and
county Volunteer 4-H Leaders
Council.

Arlie Scott
livestock Judge and. in many
livestock circles is referred to as

Scott is a member of many
professional organizations;
charter member and the first
vice-president of the Murray
chapter of Phi Delta Kappa,
member of the American Society of Animal Science, the
Southern Association of
Agriculture Workers, Alpha
Zeta, Block and Bridle and
Alpha Garnma.Rho.....
Scott is a charter member of

the Murray Kiwanis Club with 22
years of perfect attendance. He
recently completed his second
La=asLt.Gov- otlaivision Mot
the Ky.-Tenn. District of
Kiwanis International. The Division honored him with a life
membership in Kiwanis
International.
Scott, who holds degrees from
the University of Kentucky,
served five years in the army
during World War II. He is a
member of the First Baptist
Church of Murray.
His personal concern for and
willingness to help has endeared
him to thousands of his students.
His philosophy of teaching was
stated recently this way:
"I believe teaching is directing the learning process and if
there is no learning taking
place, there is no teaching being
done. I try to accomplish this by

challenging the student, by encouraging questions and participation by being honest with
the student and by adding
humor to prevent boredom."
More of his animal science
students have gone on to earn
the doctoral degrees than in all
other agriculture disciplines
combined.
Scott 12 married to the former
Jayne Maxine Price, who has
also been very active in various
civic organizations and in
volunteer leadership roles
throughout the state for the
youth of Kentucky.
They have two daughters:
Jayne K. Scott Fitzgerald of
Denver, Colo., environmental
engineer and consultant, and
Carolyn E. Scott Pitt of Baton
Rouge, La., a dental technician.
They have two daughters,Sonya
Pitt and Laura Pitzgerald.

World News In Brief
GENEVA,Switzerland (AP) — By ã 3-1 margin,
Swiss voters rejected a proposal that would have
revised the nation's banking secrecy law by giving government tax investigators access to bank
accounts.
The proposal would have set aside secrecy
rules for all tax inquiries, thus reducing
Switzerland's attractiveness as a haven for
fugitive funds from abroad. The opposition
Social Democrats, who sponsored the bill, claimed such funds in Swiss vaults now amount to

more than 144 billion, but bankers placed the
total at about one-tenth of that figure.
————
LISBON, Portugal (AP) — The government
has increased bread and milk prices by 18 to 20
percent as part of an austerity drive aimed at
reducing budget deficits.
The increases, which took effect Sunday, were
made to offset a 35 percent devaluation of the
escudo against the dollar since last July, Trade
Minister Alvaro Barreto said.

Don't throw your money
ut with the wash water
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simply a matter of saving hot water. Here's how:

Hot water costs money. As mudh as 16 cents out of every dollar you spend

:

• Take
RYAN SHOLARSHIP ESTABLISHED — A
memorial scholarship honoring Maurice H.
Ryan has been established with the Murray State
University Foundation by his family and friends.
Recipients of the awards will be graduates of
Murray High School.„Looking over the declara-

tion of guidlines are, from left, Dr. Thomas B.
Hogancamp,foundation executive director; Mr.
Ryan's wife, Murrelle Ryan of Murray; and
Robert Olin Jeffrey, superintendent of Murray
City Schools.

quick, warm shower instead-of a long,- hot bath.

• Reduce water use with a shower flow - restrictor.
• Don't shave or wash dishes with the hot water running.
• Use the dishwasher only when it's full.
• Wash full loads of clothes in the coolest water posNble and rinse
them in cold water.

members and friends.
A declaration of
guidelines was signed
on Thursday, May 17, by
Mrs. Ryan, Robert Glin
Jeffrey, superintendent
of Murray City Schools,
and Dr. Thomas B.
Hogancamp, executive
director of the
foundation.
Recipients of the
Ryan scholarships will
be graduates of Murray
High School. The

amount will be at feast
$250 per year, to be adjusted upward if
possible.

Methodist Church of
Murray. He died Feb.
11, 1981.

Application forms for
the scholarship will be
available from the
university admissions
and foundation offices
and the guidance office
of Murray High. The
first recipient will be anMr. Ryan was also a nounced at the Murray
longtime member of the High graduation exerMurray Lions Club and cise on Thursday, May
the United First 24.
Mr. Ryan, a native of
Murray, graduated
from Murray High
School in 1934. Mr. and
Mrs. Ryan operated the
Ryan Shoe Store in Murray for 32 years.

Fund-raising keeps old college healthy
GREENEVILLE,
Tenn. (AP) — Officials
at Tusculum College are
optimistic that higher
enrollments and contributions will keep the
,190-year-old school out
of financial doldrums
frequently experienced
by small colleges.

Enrollment also is on
the rise, increasing
more than 20 percent
during this past
academic year, Mezoff
said.

"We've been making
a concentrated effort
with students and financial management since
The state's oldest 1978," said Mezoff, who
four-year liberal arts is in his sixth year as
college has raised $2 president. That means
million in Greene Coun- "sticking to the budget
ty alone- since the start and at the same time ofof a fund-raising project fering quality educain 1982, school officials tion," he said.
say.
Mezoff says small colAnd President Earl - leges continue to close
Mezoff says that figure at a rapid rate because
is expected to exceed $3 of poor economic condimillion this spring.
tions. "Auto plants and

Ginger
Compton
Promoted to
Sears
Appliance
Representative
Ginger Cornpton encourages prospective appliance buyers to see her
at Sears in the Bel Air center and to
take advantage of the Sears appliance
guarantee.

SEARS
Bel Air Center
753-2310
Open Mon.-Sat. 9:00-5:30

small schools close first
when times are hard,"
he said.
Tusculum is operating
within its budget,
however, and a recent
increase in fund-raising
bolsters hopes the college can continue its
programs. In previous
years, the school has
raised no more than
$40,000, comPared to the
recent million dollar
figures.
Because size is one of
Its attractions, Mezoff
says the Presbyterian-

affiliated school will
continue to stay small
despite the costs to
students who pay more
than 50 percent of the
educational costs. The
rest of the money comes
from endowments and
'donations.
Mezoff says the college's opportunity for
close student attention
is part of its success,
and the faculty believes
in the need to keep
Tusculum's enrollment
under 500 stildents — 370
are enrolled currently.

•

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Coop. Corp. TV4
753-5012

Scholarship fund honors Ryan
A memorial scholarship honoring Maurice
H. Ryan, the late owner
of Ryan Shoe Store in
Murray, has been
established through the
Murray State University Foundation.
Titled the Maurice H.
Ryan Memorial
Scholarship, the fund
was established with a
donation from his wife,
Murrelle Ryan of 1213
Dogwood Drive, Murray, and other family

9

ELECTRICITY.
Get the most
for your money.

The People Who Bring You Electricity

Enjoy your Leisure
with our
Low-Cost Loans

Notice
MAY 31ST IS THE
LAST DAY TO
PURCHASE
City Stickers
Dog Tags
Business License
Motorcycle Sticker
WITHOUT
INCURRING A 10% PENALTY'ON
JUNE 1, 1984.

-

What are your dreams for relaxation and easy living? A swimming
pool ..air-conditioning...a new den, a family room or a consolidation
loan? Lincoln Federal can make these dreams and others a reality. Our consumer loan rates are competitive. Talk to any member of our staff. They can
help you decide which loan plan will fit your needs. In most cases you can
have your loan approved within 24 hours. Now is the time to realize your
dreams through Lincoln Federal - Your Full-Service Loan Center.

%LINCOLN

muc
NIOG•

4' FEDERAL SAVINGS

9•••••Imo.*40no ft•••••• C••

AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

law blimp bowl IR MAI

_ eh.

Murray 759-1234
Fart/Orly Security Federal

LaGrange 582-3301
Lexington 233-2167
Mayfield 247-2616
Radcliff 351-1314
Owensboro 926-4020 Louisville 582-3301
1-800-292-4561
Other areas in Kentucky, Totl Free

Jo Crass,
City Clerk
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Japanese filming chicken ads in Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Ky. She provided "the quilt. air table for
a Kentucky
(AP) — Getting a the quilting frame and Fried Chicke
n dinner.
30-second television the expertise" for a The commercial
is one
commercial on film re- scene showing women of four being
filmed by a
quires long hours of making a quilt in the Japanese crew
that is in
work, something Cora yard of a Kentucky Lexington this
month.
Wright learned while home and then being
Producer Hiroshi
making her -debut in a joined by the men of the Watanabe said
his crew
Japanese production.
family.
is using a dozen KenMs. Wright is a quilter
Eventually, they all tuckians as actors
for
by trade, not an actress. gather around an open- cipmmerci
als with
Japanese narration.
Kentucky Fried
Chicken went on sale in
Japan 14 years ago and
today there are about
420 KFC outlets, more
than in any other country outside the United
ACROSS
2 Pitching
slat
Answer to Previous Puzzle
States, company ofRepast
3 Permitted
ficials
say.
5 Foundation
4 Condescend
OM
"I've done some
DC101311:1 EICIUMIO
9C
ing looks
12 Heraldic
C MUCCI CCU
5 College
videotapes for teaching
A CO CCU
bear ing
degree abbr
= CUM quilting, but never
1-3 alountaens of 6 Apportions CCU COMIC M
anything like this," said
Europe
7 Twirl
COMO UOIDOUU
14 A Gabor • 8 soosrmive.,
BOOM UMUC

1..r.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

L

15 Bundles
ending
CIOCOMM COCO
Accurate
9 European
LI UMEICILI MOM
Prayer
19
finch
A CC OCCU
U CUM
24 Small brook 10 Egg-shaped
CCU CUOMO C
22 Tidings
11 Spheroid
CUOMO OCCCOO
24 Near
16 Spanish for
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25 Metal
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26 Before
18 Goddess of
27 Harass
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30 Military unit 43 Lease
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20 Sword
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- 22 Roman tyrant 38 Roman
family
23 Emerald isle
31 Free of
garment
45 Teutonic
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25 Former
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Russian
-39 Roman
47 Recent
33 Note of scale
ruler
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49 Nothing
34 Deface
27 Above
41 Choose
50 The sun
35 Engaged in
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42 Heavenly
53 Compass 36 Fright
29 Grate
body
point
38 Doctrtne_.
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39 Instead of
10 11
40 Symbol for
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26
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31
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311
1 35
52-Stiprt tacket
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55 Legal matter
146
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51
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111-10
0 11113
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55.

Ms. Wright, who lives in
Lexington. "I think it's
going to be lots of fun.
but it would be more fun
If it were 10 or 15
degress warmer."
Watanabe daid that
because it is Kentucky
Fried Chicken, "the
idea is to show the attraction of Kentucky.
the horses and how the
people live. We want to
portray the beauty of
the state."
He said it hasn't been
easy because the state's
fickle spring weather
hasn't cooperated.
Barbara Christian
was caught by surprise
when the cameras
began rolling before she
expected it. "I thought
that you were going to

say ready, action and all
that," she told the crew,
laughing.
Mrs. Christian said
members of her family
worked as extrai in
movies in Utah before
moving to Lexington,
where her husband,
Wayne, attended the
University of Kentucky
dental school.
"We've found it's a
good way to make some
extra money."
She and others actors
said there was one
disappointment: They
probably will never get
to see the finished
commercials.
Queen Marie Antoinette of France was
beheaded in 1793.

Dupont
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STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS -- MUTUAL FUND
S

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

ThE ,MEETIN6O

THE
CACTUS CLUB WILL
COME TO ORDER!

+%
+/
1
4
-%
10.02

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

I56

7 HAS BEEN SUGGESTED
THAT UJE INVLTE ONE OF
THE LOCAL COYOTES TO
BE A GUEST SPEAKER...

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

2 .Notice

I.B.M.

Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm

MONITORING ACTIVITIES — The youngest patien
t ever to be equipped
with a Hotter cardiac monitor at Murray-Calloway
County Hosptial is Bran.
di Edwards, 18-months-old daughter of Ben and Barbie
Edwards of Benton.
Pictured with her during a recent adjustment of the
unit are, from the left:
Patsy Massey, registered cardiology technologist and
ECG supervisor, with
Stacey Sykes, an ECG technician. The device is
designed to monitor the
heartbeat during the patient's normal activity.

as of May 18, 1984, will
no longer be responsible
for any debts other than
my own.

INVESTMENTS

Jerrico
J.C. Penney
Johnson & Johnson

pi
ft

marErr-For Burkeen

Stock Market

Prices furnished by First of
Michigan
Industrial Average
-3.67
Air Products 4214 + 1 8
Apple Computer
30 + 3}.
American Telephone
157
+
Chrysler
2214 + 14

Si

ft

1 .Legal

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

6.

THIS 5U66E5TION
BEEN TURNED DOWN

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

LM

Rickman
Norsworthy
Building Supply
New Summer
Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
7 a.m. ti) 6 p.m.
Sat.
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

GOING
OUT OF
BUSINESS

COMMUTE to Chicago,
3 times a month. Round
trip or 1 way. Need help
to pay expenses. Call
901-642-1811

GYMNASTICS
Lyndia Cochran
Dance &
Gymnastics
Studio
Register Now
753-4647
Summer Session
Starts June 5th

40% off

I

GETTING WET!

a

BARGAIN BATTERIES I
$15 W Exchange
Call 753-3711

NEW Credit Card! No
one refused. Visa/Mastercard. Call
1-(619)-569-0242 for
information. 24 hrs.
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DWAIN
,TAZILOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617
- ms AppleTree School
is

offering SUMMER
DAY CAMP for school!
age children. Call 7539356 for more_
Information.
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4742

Storewide

2

BAMBOO
GARDEN

17
hic
ex
Fu
wi
fre

DAYS 'TIL

115 S. 4th

INDIANA JONES
AND THE
TEMPLE OF DOOM

Spouse
Abuse
Hotline
759-4050

OIL Base Barn paint,
white and red, $9.99 per
gallon. Aluminum
paint, $11.49 per gallon.
Black's Decorating
Center, 701 S. 4th St.

--

DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE
AT

NOTICE

Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick

•

MOVE OVER
STILL

2 .Notice

2.Notice

fr

3. Card of Thanks
CARD OF
THANKS
The members of the
family of the late Gus
Hurt take this opportunity to express our
gratitude to the many
expressions of sympathy for personal
considerations, services and flowers.
We thank you very
much.
The Family of
Gus Hurt

GLASS Replacement
Work. Auto glass, plate
glass, store fronts and
mirrors, window glass,
glass table tops, storm
windows and storm
doors, patio door glass.
Plus store fixtures;
display cases stands,
racks and shelving.
Made to specification.
M and G Glass Co.,
Dixieland Center.
Murray, Ky. Phone
502-753-0180 or 753-2798.
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6. Help Wanted

LOWES
I HATE MONDAY. THAT'S THE DAY
-PEOPLE GQ BAP TO WORK,
KIDS GO BACK TO SCHOOL...

U-Pick Strawberries

50° Qt.

•

t..77M 2AVIS

Open 7:00 A.M.
Mon., Wed., Fri., Sat,
1 Mile Out On 94 East
753-2707

5-2 I

7 27 MINUTES
3 SECONDS...
27 M1NUTE5

AMBITIOUS mart/wOmen available for
immediate employment,. Earning opportunity, $300 a week to
start. Large National
Co. Call 443-6469 between 8a.m.-10a.m. for
_tppointment.
RABYSITTER for
evening shift in my
home. Light housework.
Depenable and references. 753-3030.
LADY to live in with
Invalid lady. Room,
board and salary. 7591661.
STUDENT OPPORTUNITY. Want to earn money
based on personal worth?
Last summer 1000
students in college program earned an average
of $260 per week. Phone
443-6460, between 8 and 10
AM for appointment.

fi

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, May 26th, 12:00 Noon
Rain or Shine

IMAGINE GETTINGL
THAT EXCITED OVER
A MEXICAN
COOKBOOK

WAR
PE5T

.

1525 London Drive Canterbury Estates
Loveiy 3 bedroom, 2 bath Residence with formal
dining room, great room with fireplace and
bookshelves, central heat pump, and abundant
storage areas.
Call Kopperud Realty for additional information or
inspection of property. Announcements made day of
sale take precedence over printed matter.

EITHER THE WAMBE51

9 wILL COME 'TO
Y T14I5 PLACEXOR,

2
0

.Owner: Bill Page

Terms. 10%, Down
711
Day of Sale-Balance.
Main
Within 30 Days.
Murray,
Possession: Date
Ky.
Of Deed

•

Dan Miller. Auctioneer

753-1222

7531222
(24 Hour
Phone)
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ADVERTISEMENTS
6. Help Wanted

HIGH SCHOOL
GRADS
Wlll hire• all qualified
17-34-year old high
school diploma grads
for technical jobs. We
provide training with
full pay and benefits.
Call toll-free, Mon
Thurs. 8 a.m.-4 p.m
1-800-238-5580

6. Help Wanted
TRUCK DRIVERS.
Must have 2 out of last 3
years verifiable over
the road experience, be
.25 years of age, and
meet DOT physical
requirements. We offer
mileage and fuel bonus
compensation. Call 7532215.
TRY the NEW AVON
earning opportunity and
earn $250 to $500
weekly. 753-0232
anytime
WANTED sports and
general news reporter.
Must have 35mm
camera and journalism
background. Send resume to Box 185, Benton, Ky. 42025.

9. Situation

Wanted

WILL do housecleaning
Can provide references,
Call before 3 PM
759-1385
Would like to clean
houses or babysit. 7535827.

CHILD Care,

MANAGEMENT
Immediate opportunities as a result
of our expansion program. Qualified
applicants must possess a minimum
of 3-5 years retail management experience. Salary commensurate with
experience. Full health benefits, retirement income and bonus. Training
positions open locally. Must be able to-relocate after training.
For more information submit confidential resume,and salary history to:
Retail
2053 Turfland Mall
Lexington, Ky. 40504

•

Attention: Regional Supervisor,
Dept. C (207)
E.O.E.

5 H.P. Gilson tiller, like
new in excellent condition for $275 or make
offer. Call 354-8050.
MASSEY Ferguson 35
Deluxe with multi
power and live PTO,
looks and runs good,
good tires, includes
some equipment. Will
sell together or separate. 753-6495.
22. Musical

PIANO/
ORGAN
TEACHING - Position
available
Teaching experience not
necessary.
Music
degree required. Salary
commensurate with
skill. Selection to be
made prior June 1.
1984 Send resume to
P0
Box
5389.
Evansville, Ind 47715

PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY MAY 26, 1984 9:15 A.M.
PARIS, TENNESSEE

1; •

'

' .••4

Sale will be held on the property located North of Paris on India Road. Turn West off East Wood Street (Hwy. 79) at Hucks
Store onto Chicasaw Road. Go one block and turn right on India
Road. Home is ',0 mile on left. Watch for Sale Arrows!!
SELLING TO SETTLE THE ESTATE OF VERA L. HALE
REAL ESTATE SELLS AT 1:00 P.M. -- ON ABSOLUTE BASIS
Attractive two bedroom frame home with living room, dining
room, kitchen, double garage on 71
/
2 acres of land with nice road
frontage.
ANTIQUES & FURNITURE
Mahogany Corner Cubbard, Walnut Drop Leaf Serving Cart,
Oak Pedestal Table, Duncan Phyfe Dining Suite, Marble Top End
Tables, Cedar Chest with Brass Hardware, Living Room Suite,
Bedroom Suite, Tin Front Pie Safe, Oak Ice Box, Oak Chest &
Chairs, Refrigerators, Automatic Washer & Dryer, Air Conditioner, Upright Freezer, Portable TV, Self-Cleaning Oven Range.
DISHES, GLASSWARE & COLLECTABLES
Cut Glass, Pressed Glass, Hand Painted China, Preserve
Stands, Rogers Brothers Silverware & Chest Service for 8,
25-Coca-Cola Trays, Water Bowl & Pitcher, Doe Tray, Ironware,
Stone Jugs, Coffee Mills, Silver & Silver Plate Service.
MISCELLANEOUS SHOP EQUIPMENT & LAWN MOWERS
SELLS AT 9:15 A.M.
1.86 CARAT DIAMOND IN MAN'S YELLOW GOLD
MASONIC MOUNTING (32ND DEGREE)
LADIES DIAMOND RING -40 PT. STONE AND 2-5 PT. STONES
Baldwin ORGA-SONIC Electric Organ & Bench
Buick LeSabre Car-1966 Model. New Tires, new battery. 79,000
miles One Owner Car.
THIS IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING

For Further Information Contact:

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer

Lic. No 67

Off. 239 University St.-Phene 587-4244-Martin, TN 38237
Night Marvin E

Alexander

587-4568

Terry Oliver

3642709

.r.--•'!'!""'-`•mfg9919151449mi`•'.
• •• ._ •
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Want to

46

Rent

f:o
member
seeking nice apt or
house to rent. Minimum
of 2 BIt. Write to P.O.
Box 1040C, Murray.

32. Apts for Rent
141 BR furnished apt., 1
753-0414
Murray's only Home
owned and operated
Pest Control Service
Free Inspection and
Estimates

24.

Miscellaneous

1 7'x14'TANDEM
trailer, heavy duty. Call
436-2107 after-5p.m.
1981 JOHN 15eere Riding Mower 317, 4W' cut;
excellent condition. Will
trade for smaller
mower. Call 753-6555 or
753-9648.
A-1 Firewood, $25/rick
delivered. Nights 4362778.
AB Dick Copier with
supplies, -electric
typewriter, Remington.
Holiday Inn, Murray.
No phone calls please. -'ALL Wood storage
building. 8x12 $795, 8x16
$995. 10x16 $1.195. 12x16
$1,495. 12x24 $1,995.
Free- delivery within 109
miles. We have a large
selection in stock. Acree
Portable Buildings,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-7831.
model Allis Chalmers
tractor W/plow, disk
and cultivator. A International w/plow
and cultivator. 1974
Toyota - Corolla. 19-76
Chrysler Newport. 7530835
CLEARY Satellite
System. 10 ft.
fiberglass, $1,550 installed. 11 ft. systems.
$1,700 installed.
436-2835. We service
what we sell.
rIRE Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates.
753-5476.
FIRE Wood, Cut yoUr
own $20 rick. Must be cut
by June 1. See Jerry at
Miller Golf Course.
MECHANIC'S Toolsor
large trucks and farm
equipment. Price
negotiable. 759-4551 or
753-3588.
RAILROAD Ties, $3.00
and up. Call 753-2905 or
435-4343 or 435-4319.
TRI-STATE Satellite
Sales. 11 ft. system
completely installed,
$1,785. We service what
we sell-A/Home: 901-6420295 Office.
901-642-5361, 315 Tyson
Ave., Paris. Tenn.

n

Homes for Sale

BY Owner, 2 or 3 bedroom brick home, corner
lot, with 4 extra lots.
Large Living room and
kitchen. Call 1-522-7837
after 4 PM.
EXCELLENT rental
property presently under
contract with dependable
renter. Ideal beginner's
home. White frame, 2
bedroom, garage, large
lot, good location near
city school. Priced in 20's.
Shown by appointment
only. Call 753-8780.
FOrt Sale by owner
assumable loan 3 BR
brick ranch situated on
a tree shaded 1 acre lot
in Oaks Estate across
from Golf Course.
Features 2 baths, large
living and family
rooms, 2 car garage, 3
porches. Priced $69:000-.For more information
call 753-0408.
HOUSE for sale. Full
basement. Good location. Possible owner
financing. Priced in the
$20's. Phone 753-2798 or
753-0180.
REDUCED. Moving. Sell
4 bedroom brick, $43,500.
1013 Payne. Call 753-5750.

block from campus,
$155 month. No pets.
753-5980 or 753-1203.
1 AND 2 BR apts. near
downtown Murray. 7534109 762-6650 or
438-2644.
2 BR. 2 bath, central
heat and air, appliances
and water furnished.
Near University. 7533949.
2 BR apt. 1 block from
campus, $160. 753-3415.
2 BR furnished apt.
downtown. Working
couple preferred. Must
have references. Deposit required. 1-5228469.
2 BR unfurnished
duplex, near University. 753-8096.
tJRNISHED apts. efficiency .1 or 2 BR. Also
sleeping rms. Zim
merman Apts., S. 16th
St: 753-8809.
LARGE 2 BR downstairs apt. unfurnished.
Gas heat, ac., applian47. Motorcycles
ces furnished. Corner of
1.6th and Farmer. 1974 YAMAHA 500 cc,
Available June 1. Rent 12,xxx miles, fairing,
$175. No pets'; Call custom paint, new
tuneup and battery,
753-5980 or 753-1203.
MURCAL Apts. Nor- excellent condition,
thwood Drive, 1, 2 and 3 sharp, $600. 492-8556.
-BR. Equal Hourii-n-g
0
*Special, runs good,
Opportunity. 759-4984.
UnTAI
‘
ftS unfurnished looks good. Can see at
I Blik apt. Appliances 412 B North 5th St.
furnished. No pets. $140 Reduced price.
month. Corner of 16th 1979 650 SPECIAL, musf
and Farmer. 753-5980 or sell. 437-4945.
-2981 t-IONDA Silver Wing
Interstate, 2,700 miles
33. Rooms for Rent
Must sell, make offer.
ONE block from Un- 437-4171.
iversity. 753-1812 or 1981 SUZL'KI - 1000,
black
759-9580
Wind Jammer
3,700 miles. $2,000. 75334. Houses for Rent
6802 or 759-9526.
-THREE-or four bedroom 1983 HONDA V-65
house; 1603 College Farm Magna, extra sharp,
Road. _near -University. S3.000. Plume _,.753-3939
after 12p.m.Cali 492-8225

49 .

Used Cars

1976 AUDI Fox, baby
blue,, sun roof, new
tires, 4 speed, mini
condition. Can be seen
at 215 S. 13th after 5p.m.
$1,900 firm.
1976 GRAND Prix, good
condition, full power,
$1,500. Call 762-2458 ask
for Khamis.
1077 MERCURY
Cougar XR7, loaded
with everything. A real
sharp car in good
condition. Below
wholesale. Must sell.
Call 354-8050.
1977 V.W. Scirocco,
good condition, runs
good. Reduced price.
Can see at 412 B North
5th St.
•
1979 PONTAIC -Bonnevillq, 2 door, extra
clean. Call 759-4664.
1982 CHEVROLET Im•
palls, V-6, 4 door, 32xxx
miles, nice car, good
price. Call 489-2769 or 4892133.
1084 WHITE Cutlass
Supreme, blue vinyl top,
2,800 miles, must sell,
$9,550 firm. Call MondayFriday by 6 PM, 759-1945.
Can be seen weekends,
089 Riveria Courts.
CARS $200, Trucks $104
Now available in your
'area. Call 1-U3191-5690241. 24hrs.
PORSCHE 914, 1972,
very low mileage, excellent mechanieal
condition, quick and 32
MPG. $4,500. Mayfield.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

JOE (Sonney) McKinney Appliance Service.
All makes and Models.
Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Appliances). Located at
George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store.
753-8506.
JOINERS Tree Service.
Also mow lawns. 30
years experience. 7530386.
LAWN Mower and tiller
repair. 3 miles south on
121. See Wayne and Kim
Wilson, 753-5086.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
andy air condition, gas
ina#atlon and repair.
P ne 753-7203.
MASONARY Work,
brick, block and stucco,
foundation repair. No job
to big or to small. Call
901-243-4104 ask for
Danny.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
ROVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional. tree care.
753-0338.

Aluminum Service Co
Aluminum and virril
siding. Custom trim work.
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 753-0689.

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses It
stops painting

Jack Glover
753-1873
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years experience. Parts and service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service.
202 S. 5th St. 753-4872,
753-8886 (home).
BLOCK Building,
basements, garages,
footing, floors, driveways. Also brick work,
large or small jobs. 24
years experience. 7535476.
Water Welts. Well -Drilling. Home,
Farm, Irrigation. PunTp
sales and service.
Irrigation equipment.
Free estimates.
247-8658.
CARPENTER work.
painting, roto tilling. By
hour or ii:i R
753-0790.
CARPE
26 years
experence, '
buildings,
additions, repairs, carports, large or small, interior or exterior. Will
give estimates. Call for
W.A. afternoons. Farmington, 345-2024.
CUSTOM Bushogging.
Call 474-8091.
rENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for •
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
-roofing, sliding. NO
JOB Ti) SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973, nights 474-2276.
GUTTERING' by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifioations. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in
by Se-a-es. TV A -ap--p
roVed7-3417e-ion IhOse
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free;
estimates.

rtURGESS

'I

ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. Your
1973 1 TON new 12 ft. name it, I do it. You
bed, 5 new tires, new buy, I install. You
brakes, good battery, break, I fix. Call 436$1,500. Call 474-8884 2868.
days, or 753-9844 after OVERCAST'S Re4p.m. Ask for Tim.
frigeration and Air
1973 FORD Ranchero, Condition Service.
good condition, with air. t Cleaned and repaired.
51,xxx miles. 504; Hwy. 280. 753-7275 or
Whitnell.
759-4053.
1977 CHEVY Silverado, PAINTING, interior and
p.s., p.b., air, auto- exterior. By the job or by
matic, good condition, the hour. References by
74,xxx miles. $3,000. request. Call 437-4221 or
Call 489-2156.
4324634_
LAVING for ermany WE Buy must sell 1981 Jeep, blue Repair Used. Air Con48. Auto Services
and white Renagade ditioners., Dill Electric.
LivestoclAuppl
ies
37,
GOOD Reconditioned Jeep, 35,xxx miles, soft 753-9104.
Auto Batteries, top, bikini top, AM/FM WILL do bushhogging.
PERFORMANCE guaranteed! $15 ex- 8-track tape. Asking 753-7746 or 753-2709.
TESTED 3/8, 1/2, 3/4 change.-Call 753-3711.
$5,500. Call 753-1259.
WILL mow lawns or till
and 7/8 Simmental and TWO
gardens. Call 753-0604.
Sears Road Han- 51 . Campers
Maine-Anjou service dler,
tires white
WILE---paint and re•
age bulls. Only the very sidewalls
JR-78-15. Call 18 FT. Bonanza cam- decorate houses. Free
top performance bulls 753-5984.
per, self-contained, air, estimates.
753-6481.
offered from over 800 Al
refrigerator, stove, new
performance .cows. All 49. Used Cars
We can copy your
tires, sleeps 4. $1,400
bulls health tested and
family
old
1967 BUICK Electra, fair firm 753-6911
guaranteed. Broadbent
photographs while
WINNEBAGO Motor
condition,
$250
or
best
Farms, Route 1, Cadiz,
Home,-1973, 20 ft., rear
you wait You can
55 Feed and Seed
KY 42211. Phone (Day) offer. Call 753-8430 or 759- bath, steeps 6, futty
take the original
4805 after 6 PM.
(502)235-5182.
MIXED seed beans. 40
equipped,
plant,
w/p.
back home
1967 JAGUAR XKE
percent Essex. 60 perCARTER STUDIO
Coupe, rebuilt engine, $8,500. Phone 753-0114.
38. Pets-Supplies
cent York. $10.50 per
new tires, excellent
300 MAIN 753 8298
bussel 753-3533
52 Boats Motors
1'UREI3REED black condition. $9,500.
Phone
Labrador Retriever pups. 753-6323 after 5p.m.
22' •ENTURE Sailboat
AKC Registered. 753-1292
First Class Repair Service
1970 GRAND Prix, with trailer, motor, and
or 753-8973.
needs body work, needs all rigging. Sleeps four.
26.TV- Radio
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
Call 474-2308 after 3:30.
exhaust system, 455 low
tiEPTH
Finder,
TrollWork Guaranteed
rgileage
engine, new
43. Real Estate
ing Motor repairs. Factires. $650. 753-7312.
NA/ r- I a
f Soc.,rad
Need
Satellite
1972 VW, rebuilt engine. tory authorized parts
ST ROUT
and warranty service
759-4110.
Service?
222
St.
12th
S.
753-5865
REALTY
Lowrance, Minn-Kota,
1974 DATSUN 610 Wa- Motor Guide.
Call CLAYTON'S
ECHO
gon, runs good. $925. E.LECTRONICS.
Lou Ann Phipot753-6843
753-7575
753-9371.
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
'
-Paducah, Ky. 442-7673.
We service all brands
1975 GRAND Torino SAILBOAT.
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
Cape Dory
Elite,
needs
engine Typhoon, 19 ft, Quality
1912 Cokiwpter Road
work.
8700. 753-8295 boat with full sail •
Murray, Kentucky 42071
•
after 4p.m_
15021 753-0186
19 COLOR TV., 1 year
inventory,.- motor and
•
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
1975 LINCOLN Town trailer. Loaded with •
Anytime
old. Folding table and
•
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
JOE L. KENNON
car, cheap. 753-8146 or extras. Call ,Mayfield. •
chairs. Call 762-2458.
•
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Th3-9894.
Broker
•
247-5840.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale SOLID WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS •
Licensed & Bonded
•

50. Used Trucks

Bailey's
Carpet
Cleaning
759-1983

••••••••••••••••••••
•
s•
e
ops
•
•

10x50, concrete drive,
carport and porch,
carpeted. • 121 out of
Coldwater on Sandlack
Road. 436-2828.
12 x 65, Trailer, 2 bedroom with 3 acres in Lynn
Grove Area. Call 435-4313
or 753-5499.
1981, 12x60 CLAYTON. 2
bedroom, all electric,
partly furnished, excellent condition. Call 4374939.
1981 TWO bedroom furnished mobile home.
Price reduced. Owner
being transfered. For
more information call 1247-5947.
3 BR, 14 bath, '79
Village, 12x64, central
heat, extra nice. Ever
ything orginal. $6,500.
2474476.

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 BR with central air,
new furniture. Call
Shady Oaks, 753-5209_
30

Business

Rentals

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

LISTING: Residential,
Investment, FmHA,
Land. Lake, Commercial,
Farms. Murray
Calloway Co. Realty,
753-8146 or Ron.Talent,
753-9894.

EO

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

ADJOINING Lots,
Lakeway Shores approximately 1 acre.
Reasonable. Call 1-615791=0262.
AURORA one to 10 acres
wooded Kentucky Lake
area, from $3,995, nothing
down.from $39 month, for
home, mobile home, free
information phone Mr.
Shell 1-800-521-4996
BEAUTIFUL 1 acre
wooded lol, 42 mile
north of Murray. 7594588\or 753-7637.

•

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Poper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911

Police
911

6 a.m. • 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

46. Homes for Sale
2 BR house. North 7th
St. 436-2446.
3 BR, 14 bath, kitchen,
den w fireplace.
Priced in the. 840's.
After 5p.m. 753-0293.
3..BR house, dinette
room, all appliance,
fireplace, new carpet,
fence in backyard,
garage/shed. 81,4
assumable loan. 7539240

A IL IE

v

co PION
EER'
CAR STER

Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
•KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
FURNITURE REFINISHING
•COMPETITIVE PRICES
• Drop Ily L &we
Display
•Our

•

44. Lots for Sale

Dixieland Center
/4 off Brass Beds thru May

TROUBLES
If it's with well
pumps, plumbin
or electric, then I
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided. 7 RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
. Closed
Yesterday 375.25
Yesterday
8.94
Opened
Opened
381.50' 'Today Today
9.25
625
Up
Up
31

Wendell Alexander

364-2855
ProtestiOnalized Service Hes Caused More People To Sell The Ale.ander way
Firm tic No 107
•

Call Your
Local Professionals

10. Business Opportunity
A FEW select store
spaces available. Court
Square Mall, Mayfield.
Serious inquiries only.
247-0020 or 247-0390.

NEED a jobf
13. For Sale or Trade
Qualifications. 1„ 16
150 you want to play the
through 21 years old. 2.
guitar' But you can't
No High School diploma
afford a teacher? Here
or G.E.D. 3. EcIs the answer: Buy a
onomically disAnisa Mahfoud's self
advantages. 4. Desire to
teaching manuscript
get a G.E.D. and work.
"the easiest way to play
5. Desire to get ahead.
the guitar." If you don't
We are an equal oppor-.
Models
Talent
8,,
understand it she will
Utility - employer call Ca.
teach it to you freely.
For
Co. out of School Youth,
753-9378 between 8:30
753-3688.
TV,
and 1:30 M. through F.
14
Film,
Want to Buy
PROCESS MAIL! $75
Fashion,
per hundred! No exBOAT motor, 25 h.p. or
perience. Part or full
over also need babysitMagazines,
time. Start imter for work and some
Commercials
mediately. Details send
nights. Call 753-4125
& Extras
self-addressed stamped
after 6p.m.
envelope to CRI-N41
PASTURE Dream sod
Call or apply
Box 9014, Stuart, FL
seeder or like type drill.
from
33495.
Call 489-2206 after 8-PM.
12-5 P.M.
Ali
AR
P
WANTED to buy: HarH OMEMAKER dwood timber. Call
The
P ARTY PLAN
_ .2534335.
- - •Models • PEOPLE. Management
Network
5. Articles _ for -Sale
_
Opportunity. in Lucre tie home party field.
1472 Broadway
17,000 BTU Frigidaire
Work June-December
air conditioner, very
Suite 902
yearly. Excellent in good condition. 753-0242.
New York, NY
home income. Hire,
17 CU. Ft. Freezer,
Tea-in, Manage toy
10036
upright, good condition,
party personnel. No
(212) 719-5039
E75. Call 753-9844 .nights
investment. Free trainor 474-8884 days. Ask for
ing. Free kit. Limited
Tim
positions available. De2 WHEEL trailer..Bleak
tails without- ablItattOn.- - 9. _Situation Wanted
Call collect for Debbie. 18 year old boy would like vinyl couch and chair,
-.502-6584704 or 502-853- any kind of work. Contact .good. .conclition. Nearly
4742.
at 627 Broad Street, 'new bicycle. Writing
desk. Electric Sinter
Murra
Machine head,
TEA
ER will tutor Sewing
good condition. 1308
students after school or Sycamore.
MECHANIC
753-3657.
in the summer. For
TRAINEES
MEAN used King size
details call 753-7129.
box springs and mattress.
17-34-year olds with
$50. Call 753-1816
high school diploma. No
teacher will
,keep- preexperience necessary.
school or school age chil- COOL off with a
$25. a weekor $5 per Whirlpool Air Condren.
Full pay and benefits
ditioner as low as $4.00
Call 753-3728
day.
while training. Call toll
week. Rudolph
WANT job caring for
Goodyear, 753-0595.
free, Mon-Thurs. 8
anyone hospitalized or
a m.-4 p.m
homebound. Have 16. Home Furnishings
transportation and re1-800 238-5580
ferences. 3 years ex- COUCH and ctrair,
perience. Willing to floral Colonial, good
WOMAN to stay with work 7a.m. to 4p.m. condition, $90. Call 753elderly lady in her Monday through Fri- 6644.
home. Room, board and day. Will also do house COUCH, rocker, reclisalary. Call 753-6145 cleaning or babysitting. ner, green velvet. 450
after 6p.m
Call 753-7129 anytime
Honda Motorcycle. Call
7591417.
SOLID pecan end tables
Tired Of Working For
and coffee table. Maple
dinet set. Call 753-7261.
Someone Else?
_
L...
Hire's your chance to be in business for yourself
19. Farm Equipment

without investing is' nickel of your own money.
Coll Pat McMinn (502) 247-4850, Mutual of
Omaha. Equal Opportunity Company M/F.

23. Exterminating

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

153-6952

The Oenerel ISecerk end terrier dealer Is. sales end as.ale. Iii Murray end Ceflewey
Cesinty SO2 Chestnut.

753 7113
We buy Gold. Silver A Diamonds
Hours, 10-14 Daily. 12 5 Sunday

Hy-C Chimney
Covers Sad
- Screens
- 10% Discount
. On Any
Chimney Seiner
,
's
During Apr4

Chim Chim
753-3445
762-4792

•

Send
your
packages the easy
Use our convient
service We accept
UPS -packages for
shipment..

Compliments of:

Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
References.
.or
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
753 0689

▪

-

way_

GOLD 8 SILVER CUSTOM
JEW'LERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA

Aluminum
Service
Co.

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
" Downtown
Court Square

753-7499

LEE'S CARPEc
CLEANING
Free Estimates
Vibra Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
•
753-5827

Poison '
Control
753-7588

753-8181
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Lexington woman sends books around world
-4-7161Ik

.

•-_*1
.•

_

LEXINGTON, Ky.
AP -Gnarecent visit
_countries,
fiArrJek Van Meter
found eight schools

prompted the Lexington
resident to start the International Book Project, which has shipped
hundreds of thousands
of texts and pleasure
books around the world
since 1966 in what Mrs.
Van Meter describes as
her effort to improve
literacy and educational
standards.

where neither the
teacher nor the students
had any books.
It's that acute lack of
reading materiaL that

Kentucky News in Brief
•

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP I •- Dr. Benjamin Hooks.
executive director of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People, thinks
the chances of a black candidate winning the
presidential nomination are improving.
But Hooks said it was unlikely a black candidate couid win today.. __
It's . not that there aren't any blacks who
wouldn't be eminently qualified to be president,"
<Lid Hooks, the featured speaker at the state
N.\ ACP annual conference here Saturday night.
-Tt's that racism is so pervasive, so deeply
rooted in America. I wish I were wrong, but I
don't see any chance fora black president for a
Ping time."
Flooks, NAACP executive director since 1977,
sIressed the need for voter registration, education and participation..
He said the NAACP hoped to have an addi, tonal million black voters registered by
presidential election time.
Fie also outlined the NAACP's "Fair Share"
phiri, designed to help blacks economically by
ez icout-aging _predominantly .white businesses to
deal-more closely with blacks.
'Right here in Kentucky, the Brown and
‘Villiarnson Tobacco Co__ is leading the way."
id Hooks. "The Fair Share program worked
. with them means millions and millions of
.iollars to black entrepreneurs."

The widow of Lexington physician Dr. J.
Farra Van Meter told
the project's board

members and several
contributors Saturday
about the group's ambitious plans for this
year.
It was following a trip
to India, where she
became of aware of the
deplorable living conditions and lack of educational materials, that
Mrs. Van Meter began
the book project.
When appeals for
books
food,rbsetr dd ree
quests:fu
ton
nrudni
e
she

GOOD

S3011:1c1,311H-AA

Monday-Wednesday-Friday
9 A.M.-12,.M.
1:30 P.M.-5:30 P.M.
1201 Birch St.
Benton, Ky.
Call 527-0994
By Appointment Only
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It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts

Monday
New Store
Hours

arehouse Foods Prices Good While Supplys Last!

Kraft

Potato
Chips

Salad
Dressing

Pork &
Beans

7

Sausa9e
Hot or Mil

4/$

Oz Bag8
8

Northern Beans 31
Smucker

0
0
CD

1 32 Oz.

49
EE
a.
•

Lb $ 1

Sunny Valley Pinto Beans 31'

Nabisco Saltine

Turner

Crackers

Old Fashioned

Grape

Jelly

84°

=a
a.
a.

Ice Cream

1 Lb Box

4 Qt. Pail

99° 75°

0
0
CD
U)

$359

a.

A

Wishbone Italian Dressing 16 Oz. $1.09

r

cn

Erwin Country

1 2 Oz. Can
15/

Cafsup

-

a.
Bush's Showboat

Miracle Whip

"CI

Thru
Saturday
8-7

Charles Chip

'1 39

GM •...t1..11'
54RVICI PARIS

Chiropractor
Has Returned To
His Practice

Mrs. Van Meter is executive director of The
project, but draws no
travel pay for
worldwide trips to
survey the needs of
students and adults.
Books contributed to
the project are sent
directly to schools and
libraries in the developing countries, but only
after contacts have been
made with the people
who'll receive and use
them, Mrs. Van Meter
said.

PLIES LAST•PRICES GOOD WHILE)09 S33ltdd•ISV1 S311ddllS 31IHM

;'.A1NTSVILLE, Ky. (API - More than 3,000
people in southeastern Kentucky have. sought
ederal help since disaster assistance centers
opened last week, officials said.
On Sunday„ 979 Kentuckians flooded out of
32 Oz.
I noir homes visited the centers. Some people had
LO
;
Terry Trimper, a spokeswoman for the Federal
33
Sunny Valley Great
iiiergenc.y Management Agency.
Nine centers, were open Sunday in
Pure Gold
,;(11itheastern Kentucky, she said.
•
Tomato
I lisaster assistance ;will be available- at the
0
W building in Whitesburg, the old high school
0
Hindman and in the Allen Park Convention
• nter in Allen. Those three centers were
32 Oz Bottle
L--heduleel-te-be-eperi-frorn 1-to--6-p.-rn:-today -anttw- •- X
.irn 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday.
A new center will be open from 10 a.m. to 6
m Tuesday in the old high school gym at
The centers at Martin, Jackson, Robinson
"reek and Barbourville, which were scheduled
ti, close Sunday, have extended their service
:tirough today because of the large number of
people needing help, officials said.

depth of India's hunger
for knowledge.
It began with a trickle
of books, but now the
project is a wellorganized non-profit
agency, with a
distinguished board of
directors and contributions of books and
money come from
across America.
After starting at her
home, Mrs. Van Meter
has switched shipping
operations to a
warehouse.

DR. ROBERT YOAK

Bush's Baked Beans 28 Oz. 894

-

-4
•t)

Round White

2
cn

Potatoes

Sweepstake

Turner

MiH

I

a.
a.
UJ

12 Or.

49° $13?0z9 990

1 29
$2
19

10 Lb.

u.1

Detergent Cheese

Tuna
60z.

$

Fisher 16 Slice
Individually Wrapped

Joy Dish

Light Flake

Gal.

0

Red Potatoes 10 Lb. $1.69
1984 Chevrolet
Cavalier Convertible
Now In Stock

DWAIN TAYLOR
BHEVR a LET
641 S. Murray

753-2617

r_

-0

Yellow

Mr. Juicy Fruit

Onions

Drink

Vernors

—

r71

v)

3 Lb Bag

8 Or. Bottle

Has Inflation pushed the
Value of your Farm
far above the amount of
Insurance you 'carry??

Sour
_Cream Cookies
New Keeble(
Soft Batch

6 Pk. 10 Oz.
Throw Away Bottles

8 Oz. Cup

49 $1,320P

$ 1 62

Lucky Leaf A pple Juice 48 Oz. $1.56

.

Turner

Ginger
Ale

69° 8P1

to

Hi-Dri Towels Jumbo Roll 59

Keebler Club Crackers 16 Oz. $1.39

•

0
0
. Reelfoot

Nunn Better

All Meat

Flour

Wieners

5 Lb. Bag

89 79

Reelfoot
Regular or Old Fashioned

Lynn Grove

Bacon

Eggs

12 Oz.

12 Oz.

Large
a.
•
cn

$1 29 69°

.71
a.
a.

D oz

tr)
LAJ
..J

Reelfoot
Jumbo Dinner or
Old Fashioned Dinner

Franks

If so, make sure you are carrying
adequate Farmownets Insurance
to protect your farm.
Let us and Meridian Insurance
help bring your Insurance up to
date.
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Nunn Better

Meal
5 Lb

Bag

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
Bel Air Center

•

753-4751

•

410
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Meridian
Insurance

. •oworie dilProloc0igm

Charcoal

Tissue

10 Lb. Bag

4 Roll Pkg.

98

a.
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Northern Bathroom

$1 29 79°

For a review and quotation on your farm in
Surance, Call:
Tom Scruggs
Owen Billington
Dan Shipley

Glo-More

0
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Pizza

Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
6 Pk. Can
Coca-Cola, Diet Coke,
Ti Mello Yello, Tab
g; or Sprite
1 79

Assorted Variety

96°

Diet Coke,
• Mello Yello
or Sprite
Coke,
Plus
8 Pk.
Deposi
t
16 Or.
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